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Fischer–Tropsch synthesis (FTS) is an essential approach to convert coal, biomass, and shale gas into
fuels and chemicals, such as lower olefins, gasoline, diesel, and so on. In recent years, there has been
increasing motivation to deploy FTS at commercial scales which has been boosting the discovery of high
performance catalysts. In particular, the importance of support in modulating the activity of metals has
been recognized and carbonaceous materials have attracted attention as supports for FTS. In this review,
we summarised the substantial progress in the preparation of carbon-based catalysts for FTS by applying
activated carbon (AC), carbon nanotubes (CNTs), carbon nanofibers (CNFs), carbon spheres (CSs), and
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metal–organic frameworks (MOFs) derived carbonaceous materials as supports. A general assessment of
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carbon-based catalysts for FTS, concerning the support and metal properties, activity and products
selectivity, and their interactions is systematically discussed. Finally, current challenges and future trends
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in the development of carbon-based catalysts for commercial utilization in FTS are proposed.
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1. Introduction
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Because of the depletion of crude oil and environmental concerns, utilisation of non-petroleum carbon resources such as
natural gas, coal, and biomass is currently becoming more an
attractive strategy to obtain fuels and chemicals. Natural gas,
coal, and biomass can be converted into syngas through
gasification and reforming, and then syngas may be transformed into lower olefins, gasoline, diesel, wax, oxygenates,
a-olefins, and other chemicals via Fischer–Tropsch synthesis
(FTS). FTS products are raw chemicals for the synthesis of
fibers, rubbers, and plastics, lubricating oil, surfactants, detergents, and so on (Fig. 1). Syngas (CO + H2) is the most
important platform that bridges various carbon resources with
fuels and chemicals. FTS is a typical catalytic process that has

been thoroughly investigated for the conversion of syngas, and the
commercial FTS catalysts with precipitated bulk Fe and supported
Co are widely applied in the industry.1–5 However, the precipitated
bulk Fe suffers from low activity and stability due to its low iron
dispersion, fragmentation during FTS, and low catalytic activity
induced by severe metal–support interactions.6 FTS is structure
sensitive reaction, hence metal nanoparticle size and distribution
are some of the significant parameters affecting the activity of
supported nanoparticles.7–10 Typical supports used for FTS
include SiO2, Al2O3, TiO2, MgO, mesoporous materials and
zeolite supports which achieve metal high surface areas.11–15
However, strong interaction between metal and these supports
can lead to the formation of inert mixture compounds. For
instance, the strong metal–support interaction between cobalt
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Fig. 1

Schematic illustration for the overall transformation process of Fischer–Tropsch synthesis.

and Al2O3, SiO2, and TiO2 leads to the formation of Co2SiO2,
Co2AlO4, or CoTiO4 respectively, which are reducible only at high
temperatures.16–21 Carbonaceous supports might overcome
these drawbacks because of their weak interaction with metal
precursors. Activated carbon (AC), carbon nanotubes (CNTs),
carbon nanofibers (CNFs), carbon spheres (CSs), metal–organic
frameworks (MOFs) derived carbonaceous materials, and other
carbonaceous materials have been employed in FTS (Fig. 2).22–28
Generally, these carbonaceous materials can adjust the
interaction between the active phase and support. Meanwhile,
those carbons are chemically and thermally stable under harsh
conditions in an inert atmosphere. Their unique properties,

Fig. 2
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such as tunable surface area, tailorable surface chemistry, and
favorable recycling characteristics, are suitable for developing
them as catalytic support materials for FTS. The use of carbonaceous materials as supports is an eﬀective approach to
enhance the reducibility of cobalt and iron oxides in FTS
catalysts.1,7,8 The surface of carbon-based supports can be
easily modified leading to the tunable interaction between iron
oxides and supports, which induces a facile reduction of iron
oxides and facilitates the formation of the active iron carbide
phases. Iron and cobalt catalysts supported on carbonaceous
materials have shown higher activity in FTS compared to the
oxide supported counterparts, which could be attributed to the

Carbonaceous materials supported metal catalysts for FTS.
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possible electronic transfer between carbon and metal species.
This review addresses use of several carbonaceous materials for
the design of eﬃcient FTS catalysts.
The advantages of AC as supports include low toxicity, high
stability towards chemicals, radiation, and heat, as well as the
rigid porous structure and mechanical strength. AC supports
have an intricate porous structure with large amounts of
micropores. The porous structure and high surface area of AC
facilitates good dispersion of metals at high loadings resulting
in high FTS activity.29,30 AC can be prepared from residual
biomass and waste materials which is attractive from both
economics and sustainability. The removal of residual impurities
in the biomass-derived AC is however an important issue for
their utilization in catalysis. The presence of various oxygenated
functional groups on the AC surface enhances the dispersion of
metal particles.31,32 The inert surface of AC facilitates the
reduction or carburization of the metal precursor. Besides, it
was reported that hydrocarbons produced on Co/AC were mainly
distributed in C10–C20 and almost no wax was generated in the
products.33,34 AC supported metal catalysts also have advantages
of good resistance to high water partial pressure and easy
treatment of deactivated catalysts to retrieve the metal
components.
CNTs can be envisioned as a tubular structure formed by
rolling up graphene layers.35 According to the number of
graphene layers, there are two types of CNTs which are distinguished as single-walled CNTs and multiwalled CNTs
(MWCNTs).36–38 The curvature of CNTs walls alters the hybridization of electronic orbitals, which deforms the sp2 hybridization of graphene with a sp3 character, inducing different
chemical environments inside the channels and on the outer
surface of CNTs. The curvature of CNTs walls shifts the p
electron density of the graphene layers from the concave inner
to the convex outer surface and leads to an electric potential
difference and further to various redox properties of metal
particles, because of unique tubular morphology, CNTs are
expected to utilize as nanoreactors with guest metal particles
encapsulated inside their well-defined channels.39–47 The
encapsulated metal particles are restricted to the nanometer
and even the sub-nanometer scales by the rigid nanotubes. In
terms of FTS, interactions between the encapsulated metal
particles and the CNTs surfaces may be further adjusted to
improve the catalytic performances. Consequently, properties
and chemical reactivities are different for molecules and metal
particles on the exterior walls of CNTs and those confined
within CNTs.38,44 These inside and outside activity differences
vary as functions of metals used and the reactions catalyzed. All
the properties above have evoked wide interest for the catalytic
applications of CNTs in FTS.
The CNFs consist of interwoven graphitic carbon fibers with
high chemical inertness, high purity, and high mechanical
strength, which make them a very promising novel graphitic
support material for applications in FTS. CNFs have been
widely used as excellent supports to investigate the intrinsic
cobalt or iron particle size eﬀects on the FTS catalytic
performance.48–50 FTS is a structure sensitive reaction and the
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catalytic performance is strongly associated with the particle
size of the metal, with particle sizes larger than 6–8 nm leading
to higher intrinsic activity for cobalt catalysts.51 However, on
oxide-based supports such as SiO2 and Al2O3, smaller cobalt
particles are more inclined to form irreducible mixed oxides
such as cobalt aluminate or cobalt silicate.51–53 This implies
that oxidic supports may mask the cobalt particle size effects on
the catalytic performance for FTS. However, CNFs exhibit weak
metal–support interaction and uniformly distributed metal
particles which are more suitable for investigating the intrinsic
metal properties.
The CSs supports provide advantages of regular geometry,
tunable porosity, and controllable size distribution of metal
particles.23,54,55 CSs ranging in size from nanometers to micrometers have been applied as supports in FTS. Recent preliminary
studies on the Co/CS catalysts exhibited that the cobalt oxide
could be auto-reduced by the CSs which results in better FTS
performance in comparison with cobalt catalysts reduced in
hydrogen.54,56 More significantly, it was observed that the tunable chemical and physical properties of CSs make it an ideal
model catalyst support to investigate the eﬀect of metal particle
size, promoters, and deactivation on FTS.
MOFs have attracted considerable attention in catalysis due
to their special structures and functional properties. Unlike
zeolites, most MOFs suﬀer from low thermal and hydrothermal
stability under the high-temperature and/or high-pressure conditions, which prevents their use as FTS catalysts. However, MOFs
can serve as a sacrificial template to prepare carbon-based
catalysts. Upon annealing in an inert atmosphere at high temperatures, the framework collapses and the organic linker is
transformed into a carbon matrix, leading to the formation of a
highly dispersed encapsulated metal phase. The resulting catalysts are referred to as nanoparticles@carbon (NP@C).57–60 The
confinement of metal nanoparticles inside carbon matrix has
been shown to inhibit aggregation of metal nanoparticles and
also can tune the selectivity of FTS.3,61 The spatial restriction of
metal nanoparticles encapsulated in the carbon matrix minimizes the sintering of metal nanoparticles. The catalysts display
properties of ‘‘nanoreactors’’, enabling tunability of catalytic
activity via confinement effects. Meanwhile, MOF-derived
NP@C also exhibits high surface area, high pore volume,
and uniformly dispersed metal nanoparticles, which can further
improve the catalytic performance. Fe- or Co-containing
MOFs have been exploited in the synthesis of MOF-derived
catalysts for FTS and exhibited unique characteristics in catalytic
performances.
Other carbon-based supports include reduced graphene
oxide (rGO), N-doped graphene (NG), carbon–silica composite
materials (SiC), graphitic carbon nitride (g-C3N4), carbonaceous
supports prepared from polymers as carbon precursors.
The present review focuses on the carbon-based catalysts for
FTS, and carbon-based supports include AC, CNTs, CNFs, CSs,
MOFs derived-materials. The unique characteristics of carbonbased catalysts are emphasized. The current developments,
future challenges, and potential applications of carbon-based
catalysts for FTS are discussed through the review.
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2.1

Activated carbon supported cobalt catalysts

Researchers have investigated Co/AC for FTS since 1981.62–65
The sources of AC play an important role in the physical and
chemical surface properties which may affect the catalytic
performance of supported metal catalysts. Lahti et al. have
developed a novel AC produced by carburization and steam
activation of lignin, a waste fraction from the process of Kraft
pulping.66 Ash content could be reduced by acid (HNO3) treatment which also has a positive effect on the reduction of cobalt
particles. Wang et al. have confirmed that the AC supports
promote Co2C formation, whereas traditional supports such as
SiO2 and Al2O3 inhibit it.67 Small Co particles enhance the
thermodynamic driving force toward Co2C formation. Ying
et al. have investigated the product distributions of FTS over
Co/AC catalyst under different reaction conditions.68 High
temperature, space velocity, H2/CO ratio in feed gas, and low
pressures leads to the production of light hydrocarbons.69,70 The
product distributions deviate from the Anderson–Schulz–Flory
(ASF) distribution due to the re-adsorption of alkenes and alkene
secondary reactions. Ying et al. have developed a comprehensive
kinetic model for the Co/AC catalyst under a wide range of
operating conditions which provides a new insight into the
activation energies of FTS.71 Cheng et al. have developed a novel
CoZr/AC@ZSM-5 core–shell catalyst by coating ZSM-5 shell on
the core of CoZr/AC.72 The CoZr/AC@ZSM-5 catalysts showed
high selectivity to short chain hydrocarbons while long chain
hydrocarbons are suppressed due to the ZSM-5 shell.
2.1.1 Promoter eﬀects. The addition of promoters is important for the catalytic performances of the Co/AC catalysts. Electronic promoters such as Li, K, Ca, structural promoters of Cr, Zr, V,
Al, Mn have been extensively investigated, as shown in Fig. 4(a).
The addition of La2O3 to Co/AC promotes Co2C formation and the
high Co2C/Co ratios demonstrate high selectivity toward alcohols
(Fig. 3). In recent years, numerous Co/AC catalysts for FTS have
been developed by the research group of Yunjie Ding of Dalian
Institute of Chemical Physics, Chinese Academy of Sciences. They
made a breakthrough discovery of remarkably enhanced selectivity
towards alcohols (C2–C18), of the AC supported cobalt catalysts
(Fig. 3).33,73–82 The AC support facilitates the formation of Co/Co2C
active sites for selective alcohol synthesis. Alcohols are significant
chemical feedstocks used widely for the product of plasticizers,
detergents, and lubricants.29,83,84 Controlling the phases of Co and
their exposed facets are key factors governing selectivity in FTS, and
the addition of promoters can play an important role in this
respect. For example, adding 0.2 wt% amounts of Al2O3 to
15 wt% Co/AC (15Co–0.2Al2O3/AC) has been shown to promote
the formation of Co2C, and the formation of Co2C phase is
essential for the improved alcohol selectivity (27.7%) (Fig. 3).
However, there is no effect on the metal time yield (MTY). The
La-promoted Co/AC catalysts were also found to exhibit improved
selectivity to alcohols due to better Co dispersion, lower reducibility
of Co due to the strong interaction with La2O3 species, and
formation of Co2C species (Fig. 3).67,74
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The Co/AC catalysts were found to achieve the CO conversions
of up to 87.4%, while exhibiting low methane selectivity and high
C5+ selectivity, when 4 wt% V was added as a promoter.75 The
addition of vanadium enhances the CO dissociation and leads to a
higher concentration of surface-active carbon species, improving
the formation of long-chain hydrocarbons (Fig. 3). Lithium has
also been used as a promoter in Co/AC and significantly suppressed the formation of gaseous hydrocarbons and increased
the selectivity to higher hydrocarbons (C5+) and mixed linear
a-alcohols (C1–C18).76 The 15 wt% Co/AC (15Co–2.0Li/AC) catalysts
with 2.0 wt% amounts of Li exhibits selectivity to alcohols of
34.3%, compared to 20.2% over Co/AC (Fig. 3). The promotion
with Li decreases the reducibility of Co2+ resulting in suppressed
CO dissociation and lower activity (Fig. 3). The addition of Li may
tune the relative content of surface Co and Co2C species.85 Co2C
has been shown to exist in some Co based catalysts for the
selective synthesis of alcohols. It shifts selectivity through the
molecular binding of CO on its surface.67,86–88
Cobalt supported on almond AC shows lower alcohol selectivity than supported on AC made from coconut shells.33 Syngas
conversion and CH4 selectivity increase and the content of the
C12–C20 hydrocarbons in the liquid organic product decreases
as Co loading amount rises from 7 to 20 wt%. The addition of K
to the Co/AC catalyst decreased the activity and CH4 selectivity,
but increased the selectivity to CO2. The Ce promoted Co/AC
catalyst shows high activity and CH4 selectivity which is due to
the improved Co dispersion and interaction between Co oxide
and AC surface. The 5 wt% Fe doped 15Co/AC catalyst (15Co–
5Fe/AC) demonstrates an alcohol selectivity of 20.6 with the
main production of the C2–C5 alcohols.78 The metal impregnation sequence plays an important role in the activity, selectivity,
and product distributions of the Fe/AC catalysts.89 The impregnation of Fe followed by Co on a 15Co–5Fe/AC catalyst was
found to result in a more active catalyst than the reversed order
of impregnation. The Co–Fe alloy was observed in bimetallic
15Co–5Fe/AC which exhibits high CO uptake and more cobalt
active sites on the surface of the catalyst.
The Cr promotion of the Co/AC catalysts was revealed as an
alternative method of tuning the selectivity in FTS by enhancing the hydrogenation step, rather than CO dissociation. 2 wt%
Cr promoted 15Co/AC (15Co–2Cr/AC) shows much higher activity than 15Co/AC (Fig. 3).79 The CO conversion was elevated from
28.9% to 47.0% and the C5+ selectivity increased from 32.0% to
41.4% with the addition of Cr. The high selectivity to paraffins
was attributed to the relative H-rich surface environment, which
was caused by the enhancement of H2 uptake by the Cr promotion. The a-hydrogen addition step was facilitated, while the bhydride elimination and CO insertion steps were prohibited
simultaneously with the Cr addition. The Cr addition inhibits
the formation of Co2C because of the enhancement of H2
adsorption. The Cr2O3 particles are easy to aggregate on the
surfaces of AC supports and gradually cover Co nanoparticles
when the loading of Cr is above 2 wt%.
0.2 wt% La was added into 10Co–4Zr/AC. The promoted
catalyst showed high CO conversion and low methane selectivity
(Fig. 3).80 The high activity comes from the higher reducibility of
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Fig. 3 Catalytic performances of activated carbon supported cobalt catalysts with various promoters. Alcohol distribution (a), C selectivity (b), CO
conversion vs. C5+ selectivity (c) and MTY (d). (Reaction conditions: 220 1C, H2/CO = 2, P = 3 MPa, gas hourly space velocity (GHSV) = 0.2–4 L gcat1 h1
and time on stream (TOS) = 24–60 h.) (a) Adapted from ref. 73, 74, 76, 78 and 81; (b) from ref. 73, 74, 76, 78, 79, 81, 88 and 99; (c) and (d) from ref. 73, 74,
76, 78, 79, 81 and 88.

cobalt promoted by La. Excess of La (0.3–1.0 wt%) exhibits higher
methane selectivity due to the decrease in the degree of reduction
and the high concentration of Co2+ sites. The addition of 1 wt% La
into 15Co–0.5Mn/AC improved the selectivity towards alcohols.90
The hydrogenation of alkyl chains was favored in La promoted

2342 | Chem. Soc. Rev., 2021, 50, 23372366

CoxMn/AC due to the enhancement of H2 chemisorption, resulting
in a shift of the product selectivity toward short-chain length
hydrocarbons. A relatively low loading of La provides a strong
promotion effect on the alcohol synthesis. An excess amount of La
tends to aggregate on the surface of Co nanoparticles leading to an
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opposite effect. The addition of La into Co–Zr/AC leads also to the
alcohol selectivity as high as 42% with a contribution of C6–C18
alcohols reaching 50.4% in total alcohols (Fig. 3).91 Co2C plays an
important role in the synthesis of alcohols over the Co–Zr–La/AC
catalyst. The addition of 0.1% CaO to the 15Co/AC catalyst
improved the selectivity to alcohols accompanied by a drop of
CO conversion (Fig. 3).81 The doping with CaO increases the
amount of the Co2C phase in the catalyst, which is considered
active for the synthesis of alcohols. CaO tends to interact with
metallic Co during the reduction process which is more likely to
transform into Co2C phase rather than face-centered cubic (fcc) Co.
The synergistic effect of the Co and Co2C phases is responsible for
the selective synthesis of alcohols over the 15Co–0.1CaO/AC catalysts in FTS. The Co2C species were also found in the Co/AC
catalysts after reduction at 350 1C.92 The activity of the reduced
Co/AC was, however, lower than for other Co-based catalysts due to
the formation of less active Co2C species (Fig. 3). The doping with
Mn and Cr promoters could restrain the formation of Co2C species,
thus improving the activity in the CO hydrogenation.93,94
In short, the main goal of the promotion of Co/AC is enhancement of the formation of the Co2C phases, increase in reducibility

Review Article
of cobalt oxides, and enhancement of CO dissociation. This
results in high alcohol selectivity, high activity of FTS, and low
methane selectivity. Representative catalytic data of promoter
eﬀects on Co/AC for FTS have been listed in Table S1 in ESI.†
2.1.2 Co2C species and alcohol formation mechanism. For
a long time, the active phase of cobalt-based catalysts in FTS
was considered metallic cobalt, while cobalt carbide (Co2C) was
recognized as a kind of inactive species.95 However, some
studies later found that the Co2C phases formed in situ during
FTS were influential in tuning selectivity.87,88 The AC supports
can facilitate the formation of Co2C species, and thus promote
high alcohol selectivity.82 The formed Co2C species combined
with Co generate a synergistic eﬀect in FTS that can extend
beyond higher alcohols production, as shown by recent studies
on facet dependent activity of Co2C.96,97 The interface between
Co2C and Co provides active sites for the production of the high
alpha-alcohols, as shown in Fig. 4(b) and (c). The Co2C phases
are essential for promoting the CO non-dissociative adsorption.
The synergetic eﬀect of Co–Co2C leads to efficient dual active
sites for alcohol formation in FTS. In order to investigate the
function of Co2C in the Co/AC catalyst for FTS, Co2C was

Fig. 4 Eﬀects of additives on the catalytic performance of Co/AC (a); dissociation and non-dissociation of CO on Co/Co2C interface (b); the alcohol
formation mechanism (c); TEM images, conceptual frameworks, and products of Co/AC and CoxMn/AC catalysts (d), and energetic and geometric
information for direct CO activation on Co2C(111) (red) and fcc Co(100) (blue) surfaces: potential energy diagram for direct CO dissociation (activation
barriers and reaction energies in eV are indicated) (e). (a) Adapted from ref. 67, 73–83, 85, 86 and 89–92; (b) and (c) from ref. 74, 81, 82 and 92;
(d) Reprinted with permission from ref. 99. Copyright (2017) American Chemical Society. (e) Reprinted with permission from ref. 82. Copyright (2015)
American Chemical Society.
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synthesized by carburizing cobalt in CO for 468 h at 220 1C
without AC supports.98 A bulk Co2C phase with a thin metal
cobalt layer was formed. The observed adsorption and reaction
of CO suggested that Co2C exhibited potentially active sites for
alcohol formation.
The mechanism of Co2C formation was investigated in the
Mn promoted Co/AC catalysts. Mn was found to promote the
transformation of metallic Co to Co2C.99 As shown in Fig. 4(d),
the spent 15Co1Mn/AC (15 wt% Co and 1 wt% Mn) and 15Co/AC
catalysts exhibited diﬀerent microstructures. It can be proposed
that the active site of 15Co/AC can be related to the Co2C phase
on the surface of Co nanoparticles (B11 nm), named Co2C@Co,
and that in 15Co1Mn/AC, the residual small Co nanoparticles
(o6 nm) are distributed on the surface of large Co2C nanoparticles (B20 nm), named Co@Co2C. The 15Co1Mn/AC catalysts demonstrate lower CO conversion (29.1%) than that of
15Co/AC (47.5%), yet the lower methane selectivity (8.1%) and
higher olefin selectivity (38.5%) was observed than those of
15Co/AC (22.9% for methane and 14.7% for olefins). The selectivity to alcohol over both catalysts is similar (B20%), as shown
in Fig. 3(b). The lower content of the Co sites compared to Co2C
sites is responsible for the lower activity of the 15Co1Mn/AC
catalyst, while its C-rich and H-lean surface leads to high
selectivity to olefins. The synergistic eﬀect between Co and
Co2C phases is responsible for the formation of alcohols. The
authors conclude that the Mn promoter facilitates the dissociation and disproportionation of CO on the surface of Co/AC
catalyst resulting in the C-rich and H-lean surface chemical
environment. Density functional theory (DFT) calculations show
that the calculated barrier of CO dissociation is 2.18 eV on
Co2C(111), which is indeed much higher than that of 1.49 eV
on Co(100), as shown in Fig. 4(e). Hence, it can be concluded that
Co2C is highly eﬃcient for the CO non-dissociative adsorption,
whereas the Co metal is highly active for the CO dissociative
adsorption and the subsequent carbon-chain growth. The interface between the cobalt metal and its carbide phase could be used
to rationalize the catalyst design for the synthesis of oxygenates.
2.2

Carbon nanotubes supported cobalt catalysts

The main drawback associated with traditional supports like
SiO2, Al2O3, and TiO2 is their strong interaction with metal
particles. CNTs can serve as inert supports to overcome this
drawback. Tavasoli et al. compared the eﬀect of CNTs and
g-Al2O3 on the size, dispersion and reducibility of cobalt
particles and further on the activity and selectivity of FTS.100
Co/CNT showed lower reduction temperature than Co/g-Al2O3
which resulted from the weaker metal–support interactions
between cobalt particles and CNTs and smaller size of cobalt
particles. The consequent FTS activity of Co/CNT was better
than that of Co/g-Al2O3. Co/CNT favours the production of
lower hydrocarbons. From the industrial scale, the higher
activity of Co/CNT may decrease on the one hand, the reactor
volume requirements and then decrease the capital cost of the
plant as compared to the Co/Al2O3 catalyst. On the other hand,
the lower amount of C20+ wax products of Co/CNT may
decrease the size of hydro-cracker reactor for further product
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upgrading. However, Co/CNT showed a more rapid FTS rate
drop with the reaction time than that for Co/Al2O3 due to the
faster sintering of Co particles. CNTs were prepared and grown
on MgO and Al2O3 to get CNT-MgO and CNT-Al2O3. Then,
the elaborated materials were used as supports for cobalt
catalysts.101 AC, MgO, and conventional Al2O3 were considered
as reference supports. The deposition of CNTs on MgO and
Al2O3 significantly suppressed the interaction of cobalt particles with both MgO and Al2O3 supports, which in turn led to
good reducibility of cobalt species. 15Co/CNT-MgO significantly enhances the selectivity to C5+ hydrocarbons, with about
ten-fold enhancement in the olefin to paraffin (O/P) ratio. The
observed effects result from the synergy effect between CNTs
and MgO.
CNT was also compared with other carbon supports for the
preparation of cobalt catalyzed FTS catalysts.102 Coville’s group
prepared a series of the Co/CNT and Co/CS catalysts with
diﬀerent cobalt particle sizes (3–45 nm) by different methods
and using different cobalt precursors.103 The Co/CNT and
Co/CS catalysts can be auto-reduced by the supports by calcination at 480 1C in N2. They demonstrated better FTS activity than
those reduced above 400 1C in H2. The catalytic activity depends
only on the particle size no matter what kinds of precursors and
preparation methods were used. The turnover frequency (TOF)
was constant for cobalt particles above 10 nm and decreased
sharply for catalysts with cobalt particles below 10 nm (Fig. 5).
Cobalt catalysts were prepared using three kinds of carbon
supports of CNTs, CNFs, and fibrous material (FM).104 The FM
support demonstrated a relatively large surface area with more
surface oxygen groups and defects, which favored the formation
of small cobalt particles with more significant hydrogen uptake.
Hydrogen spillover was promoted by the surface oxygen groups
and defects on the support.105,106 As a result of hydrogen spillover, the 15Co/FM catalyst showed the highest selectivity to
methane and alkanes, as well as the lowest O/P ratio, compared
with 15Co/CNT and 15Co/CNF.
CNTs can be functionalized before being used as a support
material for metal catalysts, to improve the wetting properties
for aqueous solutions, as well as enhancing metal precursor
deposition and creating anchoring sites for the metal
nanoparticles.107,108 Many approaches have been used to functionalize the surface of CNTs, such as acid treatment, base
treatment, oxidation and plasma treatment, vacuum-ultraviolet
photochemical reactions, and microwave procedures.109–112
The most efficient and lowest cost process of liquid-phase
oxidation is acid treatment by using nitric acid, sulfuric acid,
or acid mixtures (Fig. 5(a)).113–115 Dalai et al. has investigated
the influence of acid (30 wt% HNO3) treatment on CNTs
supported cobalt catalysts.116 The as-prepared CNTs were used
for the preparation of 10Co/CNT (10 wt% Co). The 10Co/CNTcold acid catalyst and 10Co/CNT-hot acid catalyst were prepared by treatment of the as-prepared CNTs with 30 wt% HNO3
at 25 1C and 100 1C respectively. The BET surface area of acidtreated CNTs increased by 18 and 25% for the 10Co/CNT-cold
acid and 10Co/CNT-hot acid catalyst, respectively, in comparison
with 10Co/CNT. Simultaneously, the cobalt particle size was
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Fig. 5 Eﬀects of pretreatment of CNTs on catalytic performances of FTS (a); TEM image of Co/CNF-HDP9 with cobalt particle sizes of around 14 nm
distributed over CNFs (b); the influence of cobalt particle size on methane selectivity (220 1C, H2/CO = 2, 1 bar) (c); the influence of cobalt particle size on
the TOF (220 1C, H2/CO = 2, 1 bar) (d); the influence of cobalt particle size of Co/CNF on activity (220 1C, H2/CO = 2, 1 bar) (e); coverage of reversibly
bonded CHx and CO as function of cobalt particle size (210 1C, 1.85 bar, H2/CO = 10) (f) and CO coverage from CO introduction, reversibly (from steadystate measurements) and irreversibly bonded CO (210 1C, 1.85 bar, H2/CO = 10) (g) (Yco total = the total CO coverage; Yco reversible(steady-state) = the
coverage of the reversibly bonded CO during steady-state isotopic switches; Yco irreversible = the coverage of the irreversibly bonded CO). (a) Adapted
from ref. 115–118; (b)–(e) Reprinted with permission from ref. 51. Copyright (2006) American Chemical Society. (f) and (g) Reprinted with permission from
ref. 53. Copyright (2009) American Chemical Society.

decreased and the cobalt dispersion was increased. The CO
conversion increased from 35 to 50% for the 10Co/CNT-cold
acid and 10Co/CNT-hot acid catalyst respectively due to the
improved reducibility (Fig. 6). The product selectivity of the
acid-treated catalyst shifted towards methane. Zhang et al. found
that acid pretreatment of CNTs removed impurities and oxidized
the surface. This can enhance to some extent the catalytic activity
of FTS, yet it does not affect cobalt dispersion.117 CNTs with
different diameters exhibited similar cobalt particle sizes and
reducibility, and therefore they also demonstrate similar FTS
catalytic performance. It appears that the cobalt particle size of
Co/CNT was influenced by chemical interactions between
cobalt particles and CNTs likely originating from the decomposition of cobalt precursor, nucleation, and growth of cobalt
oxide crystallites.
Dalai et al. investigated the influence of Co loading (15, 25,
35, and 40 wt%) on CNTs on their catalytic performance for FTS
using a continuous stirred tank reactor.34 The activity of Co/CNT
was improved largely with cobalt loading increased from 15 to
40 wt% due to the smaller size of Co nanoparticles even at
higher cobalt loadings, good reducibility and also the reduced
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metal–support interactions between Co nanoparticles and
CNTs support. 40 wt% cobalt loading demonstrated the highest
FTS activity. De Jong et al. also prepared 9Co/CNT–H2O, 9Co/CNT–
EtOH, and 9Co/CNT–PrOH through incipient wetness impregnation of CNTs with 1.5 M water, ethanol, and 1-propanol solutions
of cobalt nitrate hexahydrate respectively.118 Also, 9Co/CNT–GPO–
H2O, 9Co/CNT–GPO–EtOH, and 9Co/CNT–GPO–PrOH were prepared by using CNTs treated with vapors of nitric acid (65% nitric
acid was heated to reflux) as supports. Co3O4 nanoparticles
manifest better reducibility when ethanol and 1-propanol are used
as solvents for impregnation compared to water. The catalysts
prepared with alcohol solutions showed a superior cobalt-weight
based activity than those prepared from water solution, as
they had higher specific metal surface areas (Fig. 6). The
activity of untreated 9Co/CNT was higher than that of the
acid-treated 9Co/CNT owing to the formation of hexagonal
closest packed Co phases. However, 9Co/CNT with acid treatment shows higher stability than those without acid treatment due
to aggregation of cobalt particles induced by the lack of anchoring
sites in the non-treated samples. Multiwall carbon nanotubes
(MWNTs) were used as supports for preparing 10Co/MWNTs and
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Fig. 6 Catalytic performances of carbon-based cobalt catalysts with various carbon supports. CO conversion vs. C5+ selectivity (a) and MTY (b).
(Reaction conditions: 220–240 1C, H2/CO = 2, P = 1–2 MPa, GHSV = 0.7–6.8 L gcat1 h1 and TOS = 10–72 h.) ZIF-67 derived Co@C catalysts for
hydrocarbons production from syngas (c) and modified ZIF-67 derived cobalt catalysts for FTS (d). (a) Adapted from ref. 34, 101, 102, 104, 116, 118, 137 and
138; (b) from ref. 107, 108, 116–118, 134, 137 and 138; (c) from ref. 144 and (d) from ref. 136, 139 and 143–145.

Fe/MWNTs by two methods of impregnation with acetate precursors and deposition of pre-prepared metal oxide nanoparticles.119
The 10Co/MWNTs and 10Fe/MWNTs catalysts showed lower
degrees of reducibility of the metal particles, resulting in lower
activity. Fig. 6(b) demonstrates metal-time-yield (MTY) of carbon-
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based cobalt catalysts with various carbon supports. Multiwall CNT
and acid pretreated CNT supported cobalt catalysts exhibit high
activity. In a different study, CoCu/CNT was prepared by constant
pH co-precipitation of metallic components on CNTs, the impregnated catalyst showed higher selectivity to oxygenates such as
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butanol and dimethyl ether than CNT-free conventional
co-precipitated Co–Cu counterpart.120
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2.3

Carbon nanofibers supported cobalt catalysts

Fischer–Tropsch reaction is a structure sensitive reaction,
which indicates that the catalytic performance is strongly
associated with the particle size of the active phase. The effect of
cobalt particle size on the catalytic performance might be obscured
by the effect of strong metal–support interactions.121–123 To study
the intrinsic particle size effect and to eliminate the support effects,
CNFs can be used as an inert carrier material. The research group
of Krijn P. De Jong of Utrecht University has done numerous
studies on the cobalt size effects in FTS by using CNFs as supports.
They found that CNFs were promising supports for FTS. Co/CNF
showed stable activity at a running time of 400 h.124 The Co particle
size effect was investigated further where a series of Co/CNF
catalysts with cobalt particle sizes varying from 2.6 to 27 nm were
prepared by using different synthesis methods and various weight
loadings. As shown in Fig. 5(b), representative Co/CNF-HDP9 was
prepared by homogeneous deposition precipitation (HDP) with
cobalt loading of 9%. The sample exhibited rather long fibers
decorated with 14 nm cobalt particles.51 The TOF and hydrocarbon
selectivity were independent of the cobalt particle size for the
catalysts with the Co particle sizes larger than 6 nm, but both
activity and selectivity to the C5+ decreased for the catalysts with Co
particle sizes below 6 nm. Fig. 5(e) shows that the cobalt-specific
activity achieves the maximum value for Co/CNF with a cobalt
particle size of 6 nm. The TOF was calculated using the dispersion
obtained from X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy. The TOF data are
plotted in Fig. 5(d). It can be concluded that TOF is rather constant
with a value of around 102 s1 for the cobalt particles ranging
from 6 to 27 nm. For the cobalt particles with particle sizes below
6 nm, TOF steeply decreases to a value close to 103 s1. In
Fig. 5(c), the methane selectivity is plotted as a function of cobalt
particle size. The catalysts with the cobalt nanoparticle sizes
smaller than 5 nm displayed progressively higher methane selectivity. The formation of methane indicates that the catalyst surface
is enriched with dissociated hydrogen. The higher selectivity to
methane also indicates a lower abundance of the sites active for
chain growth. Therefore, it is confirmed that the minimum desired
cobalt particle size for FTS is 6 nm. Extended X-ray absorption fine
structure (EXAFS) evidenced that the cobalt coordination number
decreased under reaction conditions, which resulted from the
reconstruction of the cobalt particles. Therefore, it was argued that
a combination of CO-induced surface reconstruction and nonclassical structure sensitivity can be considered as a reason for the
observed cobalt particle size effect.
Steady-state isotopic transient kinetic analysis (SSITKA) was
used to investigate the cobalt particle size eﬀects.53 It was
concluded from SSITKA that the lower intrinsic activity of
smaller cobalt particles (o6 nm) was the result of a significant
increase in the CHx residence time and a decrease in the CO
residence time, together with a decrease in the surface coverage
of the CHx, OHx and CO intermediates (Fig. 5(f)). The higher
methane selectivity stems from the higher coverage of hydrogen.
The residence times and surface coverages of CHx, OHx, and CO
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appeared to be constant for Co/CNF with the Co particle size
above 6 nm, therefore, the activity of Co/CNF is independent of
the size for larger Co particles (46 nm).52 The total CO coverage
was calculated as a function of Co particle size and compared
with the coverage of the reversibly bonded CO from SSITKA
(Fig. 5(g)). This graph shows that the total CO coverage increased
with decreasing Co particle size (o6 nm). The amount of
reversibly bonded CO decreased for small cobalt particles during
steady-state isotopic switches. The diﬀerence between those two
coverages reveals an increase in the irreversible CO coverage with
decreasing particle size. This means that the surface of smaller
particles was partly blocked with unreactive CO.
Other researchers have also investigated the promoter
eﬀects on Co/CNF for FTS. CNFs provide suitable supports,
which enable the study of a promoter eﬀect without interference between metal particles and support.125 Manganese was
deposited onto the Co/CNF sample and the addition of 0.15 wt%
Mn brought about a 25% increase in the C5+ hydrocarbon
selectivity.107 It was considered that manganese oxides were
closely associated with cobalt nanoparticles on CNFs thereby
improving the selectivity in FTS. The addition of manganese to
Co/CNF retarded cobalt reduction.126 CNFs support materials are
also ideal supports to investigate the deposition–precipitation
technique of cobalt catalysts for FTS.108 Co/CNF-L and Co/CNF-H
were prepared through the conventional deposition from an
acidic solution using urea hydrolysis and basic solution using
ammonia evaporation respectively. The cobalt particle size of
Co/CNF-L is 25 nm and Co/CNF-H is 8 nm. The smaller size of
Co/CNF-H comes from the basic solution, which enhances the
ion adsorption and further improves the cobalt dispersion on
CNFs. Therefore, Co/CNF-H shows 2–4 times higher cobaltspecific activity in FTS than the Co/CNF-L catalyst (Fig. 6(b)).
CNFs with fishbone and platelet structure (CNF-P) were used
as supports for cobalt catalysts.127 Co/CNF-P achieved high
cobalt dispersion due to a high number of edge sites and
surface oxygen groups of platelet structure. Hence the activity
and C5+ selectivity were enhanced. The eﬀect of water on the
activity and selectivity of FTS has been investigated by using
Co/CNF.128 Addition of 20 and 33 mol% water to the inlet syngas
increased the reaction rates, but the deactivation rates also
increased, due to an irreversible deactivation because of cobalt
oxidation and sintering. A uniform SiO2 layer was deposited on
CNFs to get a better catalyst.129 The Co/CNF prepared with a
coating of SiO2 shows higher activity and C5+ selectivity than the
uncoated catalysts, because the SiO2 layer hinders the oxidation
of the cobalt species and thus enhances the stability of the Co
catalyst.
2.4

Carbon spheres supported cobalt catalysts

CSs have many advantages including regular geometry, good
mechanical strength, tunable porosity, surface functional
groups, and controllable distribution of metal particles, which
make them ideal model catalyst supports to investigate the
eﬀect of varying structural properties along with metal particle
size and promoters on FTS.23,54,55 Co@C core–shell catalysts
were synthesized through a direct carbonization method using
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the industrially available and renewable lignin as carbon
sources.56 Co@C catalysts with carbonization temperatures of
600 1C showed remarkably high activity due to the core–shell
structure facilitating electronic conductivity between cobalt and
CO molecules and suppressing aggregation of cobalt nanoparticles. Nitrogen-doped carbons displayed superior activity
when compared to oxygen-functionalized carbons for FTS
catalysts.130,131 The mesoporous carbon-supported cobalt
catalyst (15Co/MC) was more active and selective to the C5+
hydrocarbon production than 15Co/AC.132 The FTS activity was
related to the ratio of adsorption heats of CO and H2. The best
ratio was found of 1.2. The addition of 1 wt% K inhibited the
FTS activity due to the increased surface basicity, which
induced increasing adsorption heat of CO and decreasing the
adsorption heat of H2. In contrast, the addition of ZrO2
increased the surface acidity which resulted in increasing heat
adsorption of H2.132
Carbon Molecular Sieves-3 (CMK-3) was used as supports for
cobalt catalysts in FTS. CMK-3 was prepared using SBA-15 as a
template and sucrose as a carbon source.133 Co/CNT, Co/CMK-3
and Co/AC were prepared by incipient wetness. Co3O4 particles
of Co/CNT and Co/CMK-3 were mainly dispersed inside the
pores yet those of Co/AC were outside the pores. Co/CNT
exhibited the best FTS performances among three kinds of
catalysts. Good crystallized graphitic structure of CNTs facilitated
the electron transfer between the cobalt and CO molecules
(Fig. 6). Porous hollow carbon spheres (HCSs) materials were
functionalized by N doping through a post-synthesis method
with melamine as the nitrogen source.134 Various levels of N
doping and diﬀerent bonding configurations of HCSs were
obtained through performing carbonization at diﬀerent temperatures. Marginal defects of the carbon framework of HCSs
were found. Both the activity and stability were improved on the
N-doped HCSs supported cobalt catalyst (10Co/N-HCS). The
cobalt nanoparticle size of spent 10Co/N-HCS was below 15 nm
which was much smaller than that of 10Co/HCS of 30 nm,
demonstrating the inhibition of sintering of cobalt particles
over the N-doped HCSs supports. Representative catalytic data
of Co/CNT, Co/CNF, Co/CS, and Co-MOF derived Co@C catalysts
has been presented in Table S2 in ESI.†
2.5

MOF-derived carbon supported cobalt catalysts

High metal loading is essential for high catalytic activity.
However, during FTS, larger nanoparticles and/or clusters
may form, leading to lower metal dispersion and lower reaction
rate. Therefore, the maximum metal loading that can be
achieved via the widely-used method of impregnation remains
below 30 wt%.4,135 In this respect, it is important to develop
alternative preparation methods and obtain FTS catalysts with
both high metal loading and optimal particle size distribution.
The MOFs derived Co@carbon nanoreactors have been
exploited for this purpose. Zeolitic imidazolate frameworks-67
(ZIF-67) is a typical kind of Co-MOF material and the preparation process of cobalt catalysts derived from ZIF-67 is shown in
(Fig. 6(c)). The preparation process of modified ZIF-67 derived
cobalt catalysts has been summarized in Fig. 6(d).136–143
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Kapteijn et al: developed Co@SiO2 catalyst by a stepwise
methodology of making use of a cobalt-containing MOFs as a
hard template:144 The first step is the impregnation and
hydrolysis of TEOS molecules in the pores of ZIF-67: The
second step is the pyrolysis of ZIF-67@SiO2 in N2 resulting in
the Co@C–SiO2 catalyst. The final step is the calcination of
Co@C–SiO2 in the air to remove carbon: This preparation
method results in well-dispersed cobalt nanoparticles with sizes
of 5–15 nm: The cobalt loading was as high as B50 wt% with
cobalt oxide reducibility of the order of 80%: Most importantly,
the obtained Co@SiO2 catalyst showed higher activity than the
traditional impregnated Co/SiO2 counterpart (Fig. 6(d)): The CO
conversion of Co@SiO2 is twice higher that of Co/SiO2 and three
times higher that of Co@C derived from the pyrolysis of cobaltcontaining MOFs: The CH4 selectivity of Co@SiO2 is similar with
that of Co/SiO2, but with improved stability:
The FTS activity of MOF-derived Co-based catalysts is heavily
influenced by the carbon pore structure and pore size distribution in the final catalyst.4,145,146 Lower porosity has been shown
to lead to lower activity in FTS. Nitrogen species in the carbon
matrix of the MOFs derived cobalt catalysts can also aﬀect the
FTS activity. Ma’s group investigated both the eﬀect of porosity
and nitrogen species in the MOF-derived cobalt-based catalysts
by using two diﬀerent kinds of MOFs.145 One kind of MOFs
used was Co-MOF-74 and after pyrolysis, the Co@C nanoreactors without N atom in the carbon matrix were obtained.
Another kind of MOFs used was ZIF-67, and after pyrolysis,
Co@NC nanoreactors with N atom in the carbon matrix were
produced. It was observed that Co@C had a broader mesopore
distribution with a larger average pore size of 7 nm, whereas
Co@NC had a smaller average pore size of 3 nm. Larger
mesopores in the MOF-derived nanoreactors could facilitate
gas diﬀusion in the carbon matrix. Hence Co-MOF-74 derived
Co@C demonstrated higher catalytic activity than ZIF-67
derived Co@NC nanoreactors. N species in the carbon matrix
are viewed as eﬃcient electron donors to accelerate the CO
adsorption–dissociation process and tune the product selectivity
towards short-chain hydrocarbons in FTS. Co@NC exhibited
lower CO conversion of 10%, lower selectivity to C5+ products
of 31%, and higher selectivity to C2–C4 of 37%, while Co@C
showed higher CO conversion of 30%, higher selectivity to the
C5+ products of 65%, and lower selectivity to the C2–C4 hydrocarbons of 10%.
Liu’s group investigated the size eﬀect of cobalt metallic
nanoparticles in the Co/C catalysts derived from ZIF-67 on the
catalytic performance of FTS.144 Co/C catalysts with Co particle
sizes ranging from 8.4 to 74.8 nm were obtained by pyrolysis of
ZIF-67 under temperatures from 450 to 900 1C. The decomposition of ZIF-67 started at about 350 1C and metal cobalt
nanoparticles entrapped in partially graphitized carbon matrix
were produced after pyrolysis of ZIF-67 above 450 1C. The
carbon matrix was polished by some pyridinic and graphitic
N and a small amount of adsorbed oxygen. There was nearly no
occurrence of sintering and re-oxidation during FTS reaction. This
suggests that the uniformly distributed Co particles confined in
porous carbon matrix exhibited good stability. The TOF value
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increased from 1.8  102 to 4.0  102 s1 when the size of
cobalt nanoparticles rose from 8.4 to 10.5 nm, yet staying stable in
the range of Co nanoparticle sizes from 10.5 to 74.8 nm. The
product selectivity is independent of cobalt particle size between
8.4 and 47.8 nm. Notably, they studied the eﬀect of N species
inside the ZIF-67 derived Co/C on the catalytic performances.
EXAFS fitting revealed that there were no Co–N bonds in the Co/C
catalyst and the nitrogen species were well distributed in the
carbon matrix with pyridinic and graphitic structure. This confirms there were no electronic effects between N and Co atoms
and there was no enhancement of CO adsorption–dissociation
effect by N species. In short, they concluded that the pyrolysis of
ZIFs might offer an alternative method for the preparation of
uniformly distributed cobalt nanoparticles on carbon support with
excellent stability. The cobalt nanoparticles of 10 nm demonstrated the optimum performance in FTS.
Li’s group focused on the Si-doped Co@C species impregnated on Co-MOF-71 for FTS.141 The mean size of the Si-doped
Co@C catalysts was tailored by varying the amount of Si
species. High Co site density and good cobalt dispersion were
achieved. The Si-doped Co@C catalysts showed good FTS
activity and unprecedented high diesel selectivity. The C5+
hydrocarbon space time yield was 1.45 g gcat1 h1, which
was much higher than that of traditional supported catalysts.
Isaeva and Kustov have demonstrated that MIL-53(Al) can be
utilized as a carrier for Co nanoparticle deposition. The
obtained Co@MIL-53(Al) catalysts exhibited higher selectivity
to the C5+ hydrocarbons and lower selectivity to methane than
conventional Co/Al2O3.138 The Co nanoparticles were immobilized
on MIL-53(Al) under H2 flow at 400 1C without any degradation of
the porous host matrix. In a follow-up study, they attempted to
elucidate the influence of the morphology and particle size of the
MIL-53(Al) on the catalytic performance of the subsequent
Co-catalyst in FTS. The enhanced activity and selectivity in FTS
can be obtained on the Co-catalyst derived from the nano-scaled
MIL-53(Al) support. This eﬀect can be due to the decreased
diﬀusion limitations of nanoscale MIL-53(Al) support and more
homogeneous distribution of cobalt nanoparticles in the metal–
organic matrix. Also, the nanocrystalline form of MIL-53(Al)
support demonstrated a pronounced confinement effect, which
prevented cobalt nanoparticles from aggregation during FTS.
It can be seen from Fig. 6(a) that the C5+ selectivity is significantly
higher over the CNT and CNF supported cobalt catalysts than
MOF derived cobalt catalysts. This could be explained by defective
cobalt in the MOF derived cobalt catalysts providing high methane
selectivity and low C5+ selectivity.
The Co@C catalysts derived directly from Co-MOF have a
broad size distribution with cobalt nanoparticle sizes varying
from ten to hundreds of nanometres. Moreover, cobalt catalyzes
graphitization of carbon during pyrolysis under high temperatures. The graphitized carbon shell around cobalt nanoparticles
may not be porous, which hinders the transport of chemical
reactants to the active sites. In order to overcome these drawbacks of MOF-derived cobalt-based catalysts, Li’s group developed a new preparation approach for the MOF-derived Co@C
catalysts.139 Co-MOF are established for the fabrication of cobalt
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nanoparticles in porous carbon shells and chemical vapor
deposition (CVD) of ethyne over MOFs is utilized for the manufacture of ultrasmall cobalt species. The cobalt nanoparticles in the
Co-MOF when were then reduced by the hydrogen released from
ethyne during pyrolysis (Fig. 6). The reduced cobalt nanoparticles
were encapsulated in the carbon matrix, which came from ethyne
decomposition. The resulting carbon shells are porous and accessible for the reactants and products. The obtained Co@C nanoparticles exhibited high catalytic activity and selectively converted
syngas (CTY = 254.1–312.1 mmolCO gCo1 s1) into hydrocarbons
(4.0–5.2 gHC gcat1 h1) at 260 1C and 3.0 MPa. The excellent
catalytic performance in FTS reactions were linked to the permeability of the porous carbon shell of Co@C. Note that Fig. 6(a)
shows significantly higher C5+ selectivity over CNT and CNF
supported cobalt catalysts than over the MOF derived cobalt
catalysts. This could be explained by defective cobalt of MOF
derived cobalt catalysts providing higher methane selectivity and
lower C5+ hydrocarbon selectivity. Fig. 6(b) demonstrates MTY of
carbon-based cobalt catalysts with various carbon supports. Multiwall CNT and acid pretreated CNT supported cobalt catalysts
exhibit higher activity, whereas the MOF derived cobalt catalysts
manifest moderate activity. The addition of Mn promotes the
activity of Co/CNF catalysts.
Representative catalytic data of Co/CNT, Co/CNF, Co/CS, and
Co-MOF derived Co@C catalysts are presented in Table S2 in
ESI.†

3. Iron supported on carbonaceous
materials for Fischer–Tropsch
synthesis
3.1

Activated carbon supported iron catalysts

Early studies have shown that the C1–C6 hydrocarbons are
produced over a 3–5 wt% Fe/AC catalyst at 1 atm of
pressure.63,147,148 More recently, it was reported that the C1–C20
hydrocarbons were the main product of FTS over Fe/AC.33,149 The
pore structure of AC plays a role in tailoring the chain length of
the hydrocarbons. Ding’s group has found that Fe supported on
AC catalyst favors during FTS the formation of hydrocarbons
with fewer than 20 carbon atoms.150
Potassium promoter also is influential in controlling activity
and product distribution during FTS on Fe/AC catalyst.151 0.9 wt%
K promoted Fe/AC showed high FTS and water-gas shift activities,
whereas an opposite trend is observed on the 2 wt% K promoted
catalyst. Potassium content of 0.9 wt% K in Fe/AC greatly decrease
the amount of n-paraﬃns and internal olefins and dramatically
increased branched paraﬃns and a-olefins, with the product
selectivity shifting towards C5+ hydrocarbons and C2–C5 alcohols.
Oxygenate selectivity of Fe/AC decreased with temperature, yet that
of K promoted Fe/AC is almost independent of the temperature.
The addition of Cu to the Fe–K/AC catalyst promotes oxygenates
and internal olefins formation, without change of overall HC
distribution.152 Increasing the Cu loading from 0.8 to 2.0 wt%
results in the decreased activity due to the suppressed carburization of Fe by Cu. It is confirmed that Cu promotes hydrogen and
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CO adsorption and inhibits CO dissociation on the surface of
Fe–K/AC catalyst. The addition of Mn to Fe–Cu/AC leads to higher
yield and selectivity towards the lower olefins. Mn distributes
uniformly on the AC surface and simultaneously forms mixed
species with iron oxide.153 The addition of 6 wt% Mo to 15.7Fe–
0.8Cu–0.9K/AC results in the improved catalyst stability without
sacrificing activity. The effect is due, inhibition of agglomeration
of iron by Mo.154 The reduction of 15.7Fe–0.8Cu–0.9K–6Mo/AC
was suppressed by strong interaction between the Fe and Mo
oxides.
AC can also be treated to improve anchoring of the catalytically active phase. In a study,155 focused on the FT to olefins
(FTO) process, diﬀerent concentrations of KMnO4 solutions were
used to do the pretreatment of AC. The KMnO4 pre-treatment
resulted in a uniform distribution of K-doped MnO2, oxygencontaining groups and defects on the support surface. The
enrichment with defects and oxygen-containing groups anchors
a-Fe2O3 particles with small average particle sizes. Manganese in
AC serves as H2 adsorption competitor which may decrease the
H2/CO ratio over active sites and further reduce the hydrogenation of olefins. Residual potassium favors the formation of iron
carbides leading to high activity. The KMnO4 pretreated AC
(10MnK-AC) was used as support for preparing N-doped Fe catalysts by using ammonium iron citrate as an iron precursor.156 The
lower olefin selectivity of 10FeN–27Mn–5K/AC accounts for 44.7%.
An improvement in O/P ratio was simultaneously observed. The
promotion effect comes from the nitrogen atoms doped into iron
lattice leading to the electron donor effect and suppression of the
secondary hydrogenation by 10MnK-AC.
Preparation method of AC supported Fe–K catalysts play an
important role in the FTS catalytic performances.157 The preliminary
alkalized AC support exhibits small iron particles (average diameter 5–7 nm) with narrow size distribution. Yet the reverse
order of the Fe and K deposition over the catalyst results in larger
iron particles (average diameter 15–16 nm) with a broad size
distribution. The former one manifests higher activity due to
higher concentration of active sites of g-Fe5C2.
3.2

Carbon nanotubes supported iron catalysts

The CNTs with unique tubular morphology can be used as
nanoreactors to create novel composites through encapsulating
iron carbide nanoparticles within their well-defined channels.158
3.2.1 Eﬀects of pretreatment of carbon nanotubes. The
eﬀects of acid treatment of CNTs on the FTS catalytic performances
were investigated widely.159 10Fe/CNT-cold acid (10 wt% Fe) and
10Fe/CNT-hot acid were prepared by pretreatment of CNTs with
35% nitric acid at 25 and 110 1C. The acid pretreatment can open
the caps and increase the BET surface area of CNTs. It can also
introduce large numbers of defects and functional groups. The
comparison of pristine and acid pretreated CNTs shows that acid
pretreatment results in 20% smaller iron crystallites. The capillary
force of the CNTs with an open cap led to the confinement of iron
particles inside the CNTs pores. 10Fe/CNT-hot acid is very stable
and active during a test period of 120 h, while 10Fe/CNT-cold acid
is deactivated within the same reaction period. The location of the
Fe atom influences the stability, band gap, and total magnetic
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moment of Fe/CNT.42,160–162 Surface functionalization of CNTs was
achieved through a gas-phase treatment using nitric acid vapor at
200 1C for oxygen functionalization and using ammonia at 400 1C
for nitrogen doping (N-CNTs).116 The 20Fe/N-CNT and 20Fe/O-CNT
catalysts were prepared by depositing iron nanoparticles on O-CNT
and N-CNT. The 20Fe/N-CNT catalysts exhibited an almost twofold
higher activity compared to 20Fe/O-CNT. Both 20Fe/N-CNT and
20Fe/O-CNT showed excellent lower olefin selectivity and low chain
growth probability. The docking stations on the CNTs surfaces are
important for the dispersion of iron particles over Fe/CNT and
stability of catalysts in FTS.163 The localized oxygen along the
docking stations are important for the presence of highly dense
and ultra-small iron particles on the surface of CNTs.
3.2.2 Confinement eﬀect inside carbon nanotubes. Large
amounts of works dedicated to Fe/CNT and their application in
FTS have been well developed by the research group of Xinhe
Bao. The discovery of the confinement eﬀect of iron species
inside CNTs was among the most important findings.
Firstly, they have developed strategies for the preparation of
homogeneously dispersed nanoparticles inside CNTs, focusing
mainly on MWCNTs with an inner diameter smaller than
10 nm and double-walled CNTs with 1.0 nm. CNTs with welldefined morphology and unique electronic structure provide a
unique confinement environment for metal particles. They
have demonstrated that catalytic performances are diﬀerent
for metal or metal oxide nanoparticles confined inside CNTs
and the same species deposited on the exterior surface of CNTs.
Furthermore, these diﬀerences of catalytic performances vary
based on the used metals and catalytic reactions.
Secondly, they presented the first example of the CNTconfined iron metal particles obtained through direct reduction
of incorporated iron oxide nanoparticles by the CNTs host.38
Multi-walled CNTs with an inner diameter of 4–8 nm and an
outer diameter of 10–20 nm were loaded with Fe2O3 (8 wt%) and
the reduction of Fe2O3 particles was monitored in situ by High
Resolution Transmission Electron Microscope with the temperature heating from 20 to 600 1C. They demonstrated the direct
experimental evidence of facile reduction of Fe2O3 nanoparticles
deposited inside the inner surface of CNTs at 600 1C with respect
to the reduction of those on the outer surface of CNTs at 800 1C.
Thirdly, following their previous findings that confinement
within CNTs can modify the redox properties of encapsulated
iron oxides, they later demonstrated how the resultant redox
properties can aﬀect the catalytic performances of iron catalysts
in FTS.44 Fe-in-CNT (10 wt% Fe) with iron particles encapsulated inside CNTs shows higher FTS activity than Fe-out-CNT
with iron particles deposited outside CNTs. This eﬀect is due to
the iron species of Fe-in-CNT preferentially existing in a
reduced state. These reduced iron species form more active
species of iron carbides under reaction conditions. The yield of
the C5+ hydrocarbons of FTS over Fe-in-CNT catalyst is twice
higher that over the Fe-out-CNT and more than 6 times higher
that over Fe/AC. The enhancement of catalytic activity is attributed
to the confinement of iron particles within the CNTs channels.
The improvement of the C5+ hydrocarbon selectivity benefits from
trapping the reaction intermediates inside channels of CNTs.
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The trapping prolongs their contact time with iron catalysts,
leading to the growth of longer chain hydrocarbons. Furthermore,
the spatial restriction of the channels of CNTs also retards the
aggregation of the iron species during the reaction.
Finally, DFT calculations were performed to further understand the physical and chemical diﬀerences between Fe-in-CNT
and Fe-out-CNT and the interactions between the iron species
and walls of CNTs.164 A series of one-dimensional Fe and FeO
nanowires, Fe atom and dimers were chosen as probes to study
the interactions of iron with the interior and exterior CNTs
surfaces. The Fe species bind stronger with the outer CNTs wall
than with the inner one, which comes from the more electronenriched frontier orbitals that are mostly located on the outer
CNTs surface. Analysis of the electronic structure indicates that
more electrons are distributed on the exterior surface of the
CNTs. A more in-depth research was focused on the concept of
‘‘confinement energy’’ of CNTs, which enables the prediction
of the catalytic performances in diﬀerent reactions.165 A variety
of transition metal clusters of Fe, Re, Ru, FeCo, and RhMn
confined inside CNTs and deposited outside CNTs were investigated by DFT calculations. The findings revealed that the confinement was an intrinsic property of CNTs. The nano space was
formed by the concomitant electronic structures of the curved
graphene wall of CNTs. The weakened binding of molecules of
CO, N2, and O2 over the encapsulated metal clusters was
observed due to the downshifted d-band states of encapsulated
metal clusters with respect to the metal clusters sitting on the
CNTs exterior walls. Thus, the electronic eﬀect of the confined
space of CNTs shifts the volcano curve of the catalytic activities
toward the metals with higher binding energies. This concept
well described the catalytic activities of Fe/CNT in FTS.
The deformation of p bonding results in the electron transfer from the crowded concave side to the convex side, when a
tube is formed through the rolling up of graphene, inducing a
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diﬀerent electron distribution on the inner and outer surface of
the CNTs. The electronic structure of the CNTs was studied by
looking at the distribution of electrons on the occupied molecular orbital of CNTs. The inner surface of CNTs demonstrates
an electron-poor environment and the outer surface of an
electron-rich environment, as shown in Fig. 7(a) and (d). It is
confirmed that the frontier orbitals of the CNTs are mainly
located outside the CNTs. Therefore, combining all findings
from the aforementioned studies (ref. 38, 44, 164 and 165) the
respectively higher and lower FTS activity of Fe-in-CNT and
Fe-out-CNT can be attributed to the evolution of iron species
during reduction and reaction induced by the diﬀerent electron
distribution on the inner and outer surface of the CNTs, as
shown in Fig. 7(b), (c), (e), and (f).
The confinement eﬀect of CNTs was also confirmed by
several researchers. Fe-in-CNT and Fe-out-CNT with 70–80%
of iron oxide particles deposited inside the inner and outside of
the outer surface of CNTs respectively, were successfully
obtained.166 Fe-in-CNT shows an easier reduction of iron oxide
at 381 1C, which is lower than 418 1C for Fe-out-CNT. 12Fe-inCNT exhibited higher selectivity to heavier hydrocarbons and
more stable activity, while Fe-out-CNT experienced deactivation
after testing for 125 h due to iron sintering.
The results of Khodakov’s group167,168 also suggest that iron
carbonization proceeds much easier for iron species confined
inside CNTs and promoted with Bi and Pb. Iron nanoconfinement inside CNTs results in much higher iron dispersion.
Nanoconfinement combined with the promotion with Bi or
Pb resulted in a 10-fold higher yield of light olefins. The
selective synthesis of light olefins from syngas can even occur
at atmospheric pressure over confined iron catalysts promoted
with Bi and Pb.
3.2.3 Eﬀects of heteroatom doping. Doping hybrid atoms
into the nanostructures of CNTs is an alternative to increase the

Fig. 7 Summary of Fe–CNT catalyst properties. Scheme and TEM image (a), electronic density distribution of the occupied molecular orbital (OMO) of
inner surface of CNTs (b), and confinement effects on the catalytic activity (c) of iron particles confined inside carbon nanotube (Fe-in-CNT). Scheme and
TEM image (d), electronic density distribution of OMO of outer surface of CNTs (e), and interaction between iron particles and outer surfaces of CNTs on
the catalytic activity (f) of iron particles supported on the outside carbon nanotube (Fe-out-CNT). (a) and (d) Reprinted with permission from ref. 44.
Copyright (2008) American Chemical Society. (b), (c), (e), and (f) Summarized from ref. 38, 44, 164 and 165.
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surface hydrophilicity and electrical conductivity of carbon
materials.169 10Fe–NCNT was prepared by using NCNTs as
supports. The iron particles were deposited on NCNTs via the
anchoring effect and intrinsic basicity of NCNTs.22 The 10Fe–
NCNT catalyst presents an excellent catalytic performance in
FTS with high selectivity to lower olefins as well as high activity
and stability, which is well-correlated with enhanced dissociative CO adsorption, promoted formation of the iron carbide
active phase, and inhibition of secondary hydrogenation of
lower olefins.
FexN–CNT has also been investigated as a catalyst for the
FTS reaction.170 It has previously been shown that doping
nitrogen atoms into the matrix of carbon can change the
electronic environment and increase olefin selectivity.22,171,172
Nitrogen atoms act as an electron donor and suppress the
secondary hydrogenation of lower olefins, resulting in higher
olefins selectivity. 5.6Fe-in-CNT catalysts are prone to deactivation owing to oxidation of iron species by water under the
reaction conditions. Nitrogen atoms can be incorporated into
the Fe lattice to form iron nitride which overcomes this issue by
enhancing resistance to oxidation of iron species. Iron can be
nitrided with varying contents of nitrogen. For the first time,
cubic FexN nanoparticles were synthesized through incorporation in CNTs channels to form FexN/CNT catalysts. 5.6FexN-inCNT with FexN confined inside CNT channels exhibits higher
activity than 5.2FexN-out-CNT with FexN particles located on
the CNTs exterior walls in FTS. This might be attributed to the
enhanced formation of iron carbides and nitrides in 5.6FexNin-CNT along with their smaller particle size. The addition of
1 wt% Mn to FeN/CNT reduces CO conversion by almost half,
yet the selectivity of lower olefins increases. Mn is thought to
enhance the formation of iron nitride with an orthorhombic
structure rather than cubic FeN.173 Heteroatom doping of
carbonaceous materials with N, P, S, and other atoms can be
developed. The co-doping may further enrich the applications
of these materials.
3.2.4 Preparation and promoter eﬀects. The eﬀect of the
preparation method on the catalytic performance of Fe/CNT
catalysts was investigated using incipient wetness, deposition/
precipitation with K2CO3, and deposition/precipitation with
urea.149 This study showed that the investigated preparation
techniques primarily aﬀected the particle size distribution. The
catalysts show similar selectivity for FTS with marked diﬀerences in activity.
Fe3xMnxO4/CNT (x = 0–0.5) was used as model catalysts to
study the promotion with Mn on the iron-based catalysts for
FTS.174 It is found that the incorporation of Mn into iron-based
catalysts could enhance the reduction of Fe3O4 to FeO, but
hinders the further reduction of FeO to metallic Fe. The
addition of Mn leads to an increase in C5+ hydrocarbon yield
and C2–C4 olefin selectivity without any loss of FTS activity, yet
excessive addition of Mn (Mn/Fe 4 0.024) may cause a significant decrease of the reaction rate.
10Fe0.25Ru/CNT (10 wt% Fe and 0.25 wt% Ru) was prepared
by co-impregnation of Fe nitrate and Ru acetate salts on CNTs.
The Fe–Ru metal particles with sizes of 2.1 nm were obtained in
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the CNTs supports.175 The promoting effects of Cu and K were
investigated. It was found that Cu and K promoted 10Fe0.25Ru/
CNT demonstrated similar trends of product selectivity and FTS
activity compared to the un-promoted catalysts. 10Fe0.25Ru/
CNT was found to be remarkably stable because of higher
resistance to the sintering of metal particles induced by the
interaction of CNTs and metals. The potassium promoted
Fe/CNT catalysts exhibited higher activity, selectivity to CO2
and C2 olefins, and lower methane selectivity compared to the
un-promoted Fe/CNT catalysts.176 The addition of copper to
Fe/CNT enhanced the catalyst activity but it did not affect the
product selectivity of FTS.
Recently, Khodakov’s group uncovered a new type of liquid
metal promoters (Bi, Pb, Sb and Sn) for iron catalysts supported
over CNT.177 The promoting eﬀects of bismuth and lead result
in a better reducibility and easier carbonization of iron nanoparticles. Slowing down secondary hydrogenation of olefins
and a decrease in the chain growth probability were major
reasons of better yield of light olefins over these catalysts. The
extensive in-depth characterization of the bismuth-promoted
iron catalysts supported by CNT under the reacting gas and
reaction temperatures was conducted by a combination of
cutting-edge in situ techniques: in situ scanning transmission
electron microscopy, near-atmospheric pressure X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy and in situ X-ray adsorption near edge
structure.179 We uncovered a significant mobility of bismuth
species during the activation and reaction. The Bi migration
leads to the formation of larger spherical bismuth droplets and
iron–bismuth core–shell structures. In the working catalysts,
metallic bismuth located at the interface of iron species undergoes continuous oxidation and reduction cycles, which facilitate carbon monoxide dissociation and result in a substantial
increase in the reaction rate.
3.3

Carbon nanofibers supported iron catalysts

12Fe/CNF catalysts (12 wt% Fe) for FTS can display remarkably
high selectivity to lower olefins (52 wt%), as shown by Krijn P.
de Jong’s group in 2012.178 This higher selectivity to lower
olefins stems from the weak interaction between homogeneously dispersed iron nanoparticles and CNFs supports
(Fig. 8(a–c)). Fe/CNF demonstrated suppression of methane
production and maximization of the C2–C4 olefin fraction.
The addition of trace amounts of Na and S to 12Fe/CNF further
enhanced the C2–C4 olefin selectivity. Several other supports
were also studied. The catalysts displaying weak metal support
interaction, such as 12Fe/CNF, 6Fe/a-Al2O3, and 8Fe/b-SiC,
achieved high activity-FTY compared to 13Fe/g-Al2O3, and bulk
iron catalysts. Dissimilar dispersion of Fe was achieved on
g-Al2O3 and CNFs supports despite the comparable Fe loading
amounts. The addition of trace amounts of Na and S to 12Fe/
CNF further enhanced the C2–C4 olefins selectivity. The surface
carbide mechanism, shown in Fig. 8(d) is thought to dominate
over Fe catalysts during FTS.178,180 In this mechanism, CO
dissociation and carbon hydrogenation occur on the surface
of the catalyst to form a CH3 fragment, which acts as a chain
initiator. Methylene monomer units (CH2) are then added to
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Fig. 8 Catalytic performance of carbon-based iron catalysts with various carbon-based supports. CO conversion (a), selectivity of CH4, C2–C4 and C5+
(b); MTY (c). (Reaction conditions: 300 and 340 1C, H2/CO = 1–2, P = 0.1–2 MPa, GHSV = 4–20 L gcat1 h1 and TOS = 1–140 h.) The surface carbide
mechanism of FTS (d) and the catalytic performance of FeNaS/CNF and FeNaS/g-Al2O3 (e). (Reaction condition: 340 1C, 2.0 MPa, H2/CO = 1.0, TOS (h) = 64.
S-CH4 denotes CH4 selectivity.) (a)–(c) Summarized from ref. 22, 170, 173, 174, 181, 186, 188, 189, 191, 194, 208, 209, 212 and 213 (d) and (e) adapted from
ref. 178.

this group to achieve carbon chain growth. a-Olefins are
formed through the termination of chain growth by b-hydride
abstraction, while the paraffins are produced by hydrogenation.
The addition of Na and S to an iron catalyst is proposed to
suppress methane formation by promoting the termination
step via b-hydride abstraction. As shown in Fig. 8(e), a significant enhancement of lower olefins production was only
observed on the iron catalysts promoted with Na and S over
the CNT inert support. In contrast, a high selectivity to methane
was noticed on the 13Fe/g-Al2O3 catalyst. It is evidenced that
the inert support of CNFs promotes activity through weak
interaction with iron particles and the resulting catalyst can
further be promoted with Na and S.
Meanwhile, a series of Fe/CNF catalysts with diﬀerent iron
loadings (1, 2, 5, 10, and 20 wt% Fe) were prepared by using
incipient wetness impregnation with aqueous solutions of ammonium iron citrate and a colloidal synthesis based on the thermal
decomposition of iron oleate.181 Fe/CNF with iron particle sizes
varying from 2 to 27 nm were obtained. Simultaneously, FeNaS/
CNF was prepared from iron precursors containing traces of
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sodium and sulfur. Smaller iron carbide particles display higher
surface-specific activities mainly due to higher methane production. The surface-specific activity based on the initial activity of
Fe/CNF at 1 bar increased 6–8 folds when the iron carbide size
decreased from 7 to 2 nm, yet methane and lower olefins
selectivity were not affected. FeNaS/CNF achieved a 2-fold increase
in the surface-specific activity, which mainly resulted from the
smallest iron particles responsible for a high yield of methane.
There are abundant highly active low coordination sites at corners
and edges of small iron carbide particles which favour methane
formation. However, the available terrace sites of iron particles
promoted with Na and S enhance the production of lower olefins.
It is inferred that the iron carbide particle size plays an important
role in the design of active and selective FTO catalysts.
3.4

Carbon spheres supported iron catalysts

The fabrication of FexOy@C spheres with highly dispersed iron
oxide nanoparticles embedded in carbon matrix was achieved
through a facile and eﬃcient one pot route by hydrothermal
treatment of a glucose solution containing iron nitrate at a mild
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temperature.28 The surrounding carbonaceous matter promoted the formation of iron carbides during H2 activation,
facilitated the formation of C5+ hydrocarbons and restricted the
aggregation of iron carbide nanoparticles during the reaction
processes. This preparation route is applicable to fabricating
other core–shell catalysts by using a wide range of other
saccharides and metal nitrates as sources.
Well-dispersed Fe3C nanoparticles in the porous carbon
matrix with the Fe3C@C core–shell structure were also obtained
through a pyrolysis process employing a nitrate of iron mixed
with urea and glucose as a precursor.182 The intimate contact
with Fe and C from this preparation method led to the
formation of iron carbides. The high activity of Fe3C@C was
related to large amounts of iron carbides and a small size of
iron species with a good distribution. Moreover, the addition of
the alkali metal promoters such as Na, Mg, Ca, and K,
decreased the methane, increased the lower olefin selectivity,
and shifted the product distribution toward higher molecular
weight hydrocarbons.
The porous Fe-based catalysts supported on polystyrene
mesoporous carbon were studied in FTS.183 The pre-existing
carbides phases obtained upon using elevated calcination
temperatures were not completely re-oxidized during the reaction, and the formation of carbides through the polymeric
carbon reaction with magnetite and/or metallic iron led to high
activity for FTS.
The CMK-3 with a well-defined pore structure was applied as
a carrier material to prepare FeSNa/CMK-3 catalysts and to
study the relationship between the calcination/activation conditions and catalytic performance. At the calcination temperature of 800 or 1000 1C, the carrier material performed
carbothermal reduction of carbon oxides resulting in a higher
proportion of catalytically active iron carbides. The low catalytic
activity was due to the particle growth and blockage of catalytic
active sites with dense graphite layers. CMK-3 with diﬀerent
surface modifications was applied as a carrier for iron-based
catalysts in FTS.184 The iron (carbide) supported on the
nitrogen-rich CMK-3 and the CMK-3 support with a lower
concentration of functional groups showed higher catalytic
activity than the counterpart with an oxygen-rich surface. It
was found that even iron nanoparticles confined in CMK-3
mesopores continued to grow leading to lower activity under
FTS conditions.185 The CMK-3 carbon material with a hexagonal mesopore arrangement used as a support for iron-based
catalysts showed a high selectivity to lower olefins under
industrially relevant FTO conditions, low methane production,
and stable operation for up to 140 hours.186 It was confirmed
that the weak metal support interaction between CMK-3 carbon
material and iron produced highly active FTS catalysts, compared with iron catalysts supported by SBA-15 ordered mesoporous silica. Somewhat lower activity of Fe/CMK-3 compared
to the CNT-supported iron catalysts might be also explained by
a lower extent of carburisation.20
Conventional carbon supports are generally treated with
acid or base solutions to produce functionalized groups on
the surface which benefit anchoring active metal or metal oxide
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species. The nitrogen-doped carbon materials with N atoms in
the carbon materials, where the N atoms act as anchoring sites
can be prepared. However, this should be achieved without the
environmentally unfriendly step of acid and base treatment.
The 5Fe/NCS-ver, 5Fe/NCS-hor, and 5Fe/NCS-hyd catalysts
(5 wt% Fe) were obtained through three diﬀerent strategies of
CVD in a horizontal furnace, CVD in a vertical furnace, and
using a hydrothermal approach respectively.187 5Fe/NCS-ver
presented the highest N content and the most defect sites, with
the smallest diameter and highest surface areas, among three
catalysts. 5Fe/NCS-hyd demonstrated the lowest quantity of
defect sites and lowest N content, with the largest diameter
and lowest surface areas. Pyrrolic and pyridinic N atoms play a
key role in binding the Fe atoms of Fe/NCS and that quaternary
N atoms play a minor role. 5Fe/NCS-ver with well-dispersed Fe
oxide particles on carbon matrix induced by the highest
N content exhibited higher activity in FTS than 5Fe/NCS-hor
and 5Fe/NCS-hyd catalysts.
3.5

MOF-derived iron catalysts

Recently, the Fe-MOF derived Fe@C catalysts demonstrated high
activity and stability in FTS.189,191–193 The obtained MOFs derived
Fe@C catalysts showed a high iron dispersion and extremely
small Fe nanoparticles confined within a porous carbon matrix.
3.5.1 Fe@C catalysts. The Fe@C catalysts have been used
in high-temperature Fischer–Tropsch (HTFT) to improve the
catalyst stability. The pyrolysis temperature, Fe loading
amount, and preparation methods of Fe-MOF exhibit significant effects on the FTS catalytic performances.194 Kapteijn and
co-workers have made extensive investigations into the application of MOFs derived materials in FTS.195 In 2015 they presented a strategy to produce highly dispersed iron carbides
encapsulated in a porous carbon matrix.188 A kind of Fe-MOF
(Basolite F300) was used to prepare the Fe@C catalyst through
MOFs pyrolysis, and furfuryl alcohol was used as an additional
carbon precursor to tune the Fe to C ratio (Fig. 9(a)). Very high
iron loadings on carbon ranging from 25 to 38 wt% were
achieved while maintaining good dispersion of the active iron
carbide phase. The resulting Fe@C catalysts displayed much
higher initial specific activity per g of Fe compared with iron
nanoparticles supported on CNTs (Fe/CNT). Fe@C was found to
be nearly two orders of magnitude more active than Fe/CNF.
Such a remarkably high activity of Fe@C was related to a higher
degree of carburization of iron. The Fe@C catalysts displayed
an intimate contact between Fe and C, which accelerated the
formation of iron carbides during the preparation process
during FTS. Moreover, the encapsulating carbon matrix and
iron spatial confinement minimize the oxidation of the active
iron carbide phase under reaction conditions and further
decrease the aggregation of iron nanoparticles, resulting in a
low rate of catalyst deactivation. Despite extremely high activity,
the selectivity control remains a main challenge for utilization
of these materials in FTS.
Potassium serves as an excellent electronic donor for iron in
FTS. It plays an important role in increasing activity and tuning
the selectivity of hydrocarbons.2 Nitrogen species have been
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nanoparticles encapsulated in a N-doped carbon matrix.191
The obtained iron catalysts demonstrated higher activity than
most of the iron catalysts reported in the literature. The high
activity was found to correlate with the special Fe3O4@w-Fe5C2
core–shell structure of the MOF-derived iron catalysts. Their
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also known to act as electronic donors in carbon-supported
iron materials, which increase the activity of FTS.196 For the
confirmation of the electronic eﬀects of nitrogen species in iron
catalysts, Wang’s group prepared a Fe-MIL-88B-NH2 derived
Fe-based catalyst, which exhibited uniformly dispersed iron
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Fig. 9 MOF derived carbon-based iron catalysts for FTS: direct pyrolysis of basolite F-300 (a); evolution of iron phases during pyrolysis of Fe-BTC,
reduction and Fischer–Tropsch reaction (b); micrographs of fresh Fe@C-500 (c(i)) catalysts, and images of spent catalysts after 140 h carburization
(c(ii)) and after 3 h reduction (c(iii)) under different magnification and the small iron nanoparticles embedded in the carbon matrix are visible as lowcontrast dark circles, in comparison to the lighter carbon matrix. Mössbauer data summary of Fe@C-500 measured at 4.2 K after carburization and
subsequent LTFT conditions. Fe@C-500 after reduction, subsequent LTFT and additional HTFT. The bar graphs represent the spectral contributions of
iron phases (d). (a) Reprinted with permission from ref. 188. Copyright 2015, Springer Nature. (b) Reprinted with permission from ref. 189. Copyright
(2008) American Chemical Society. (c) and (d) Reprinted from ref. 190, Copyright (2018), with permission from Elsevier.
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work has provided new insights into the relationship between
catalytic performance and iron phase transformation in FTS.
3.5.2 FexC species as active sites of Fischer–Tropsch
synthesis. FexC species are considered as active sites for
FTS.197 On the basis of isotope tracing experiments, we found
that carbon atoms in iron carbide were involved in the initiation
of chain growth in FTS.198 In order to further understand the
high activity of the Fe@C catalysts derived from Basolite F300 in
FTS, Kapteijn and co-workers investigated the changes in
structural, electronic, and local environments of Fe during
pyrolysis of the Basolite F300 by in situ and ex situ experiments
(Fig. 9(b)).189 The in situ diffuse reflectance infrared spectroscopy
combined with mass spectrometry showed that the destruction
of the MOFs network began at the pyrolysis temperature of
350 1C. A complete loss of crystallinity is observed at 400 1C.
In situ Mössbauer spectroscopy was applied during the pyrolysis
process to determine the nature and extent of carburization of Fe
species. It is found that, when the pyrolysis temperature of
Basolite F300 was 450 1C, FeO phase accounted for 73% with
27% FexC phase. When the pyrolysis temperature increased to
600 1C, 75% metallic iron phase was obtained with 25% FexC
phase. The y-Fe3C phase was dominant at 900 1C and the iron
particle size increased a lot due to the pyrolysis temperature as
high as Tammann temperature of iron. When the synthesized
Fe@C catalysts were exposed to syngas under FTS conditions, the
type and amount of iron carbide varied with the pyrolysis
temperature. Fe@C pyrolyzed at 450 1C demonstrated 53% of
e 0 -Fe2.2C with 47% of FeO phase. Fe@C pyrolyzed at 600 1C
showed high activity under FTS conditions with corresponding
activities of 0.38, 0.36, and 0.31 mmolCO gFe1 s1, respectively.
Furthermore, no deactivation was observed after testing for 80 h.
To investigate the relationship between the initial MOFs
topology of the Fe@C precursors, catalyst activity and selectivity
during FTS, Kapteijn and Gascon selected Fe-MOF (MIL-68,
MIL-88A, MIL-100, MIL-101, MIL-127, and Fe-BTC) as precursors to prepare the Fe@C catalyst.192 The carboxylate linkers of
these precursors diﬀer both in size and connectivity. The use of
commercial MOFs to mediate the Fe@C catalyst in this study is
also helpful in assessing the potential industrial applications.
The pyrolysis of the most porous MOFs produces the smallest
Fe nanoparticles, which confirms that the structure and porosity of the original MOFs precursor aﬀects the final metal
dispersion. The surface areas of Fe@C catalyst are independent
of the topology of MOFs precursor, indicating a similar degree
of carbonization of the framework by decarboxylation and thus
a similar C matrix. The Fe@C catalysts with smaller Fe particle
sizes demonstrate higher activity in FTS, and this eﬀect is even
more pronounced in the K-promoted samples. This work also
highlights the influence of impurities and other heteroatoms
on the FTS activity and selectivity. In general, the catalytic
results are correlated to many factors, such as the Fe nanoparticle size, porosity, crystallite phase, and impurities. Especially,
the type and content of impurities vary for each MOF-derived
Fe@C catalyst. More research eﬀorts into the influence of each
factor on the catalytic performance would be beneficial for the
further development of the Fe@C catalysts. The direct correlation
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between the FTS catalyst performance and iron carbide phase was
also investigated by Kapteijn and Gascon (Fig. 9).190 MOFs derived
Fe@C exhibits good dispersion of iron nanoparticles (Fig. 9c(i))
and excellent anti-sintering properties of iron nanoparticles after
FTS (Fig. 9c(ii and iii)). Fe@C has been analyzed by the in situ
Mössbauer spectroscopy in order to investigate the carburization
of iron. The active phase of e 0 -Fe2.2C phase has been monitored
under low temperature Fischer–Tropsch (LTFT) conditions, yet
w-Fe5C2 phase was monitored under HTFT (Fig. 9(d)). Inspired by
the Fe/g-Al2O3 catalysts, with strong mechanical strength, they also
prepared MOF-derived iron-based catalyst with enhanced dispersion of the active phase and excellent mechanical strength for
producing lower olefins from HTFT.193 The Fe@C/Al catalyst was
obtained by wet extrusion of different amounts of Basolite F300
and AlOOH followed by subsequent pyrolysis, which showed
enhanced C2–C4 selectivity and mechanical stability. There are
various MOF derived carbonaceous materials, such as nanoporous
hybrid carbon being worthy of further study.199,200
3.6

Other carbon materials supported iron catalysts

Polyaniline (PANI) is a kind of conducting polymer which is used
as a carbon precursor to prepare iron catalysts. A 11Fe/PANI
catalyst (11 wt% Fe) was synthesized by a simple sonochemical
method and displayed an excellent catalytic performance in FTS
with the selectivity to lower olefins as high as 50%.201 The CO
conversion and selectivity of lower olefins of the 11Fe/PANI
catalyst were much higher than that of the 10Fe/AC and 11Fe/
N-AC catalysts. The support of PANI results in uniform and
higher dispersion of Fe particles, which further facilitate the
reduction of iron oxide and the formation of iron carbides.
Carbon nanosheets (CNS) supported iron catalysts showed
superior iron time yield and a stable activity of more than
100 hours, with a light olefin selectivity of 41%.94 K-Promoted
CNS can stabilize the metallic iron nanoparticles during the
reduction by hydrogen and enhances the formation of iron
carbide during FTS reaction conditions. Yolk–shell nanoparticles
with metal particles confined in carbonaceous materials may be
developed to enhance the catalytic stability in FTS.202,203
Iron catalysts supported by reduced graphene oxide (rGO) and
promoted with K were also investigated for the FTO reaction.204
With an increment of the K content from 0 to 2.0 wt%, the
surface areas, basicity, adsorption capacities of CO and H2, and
particle sizes of Hägg carbide increased accordingly. The MTY
exhibited a volcanic evolution with the increasing content of K,
which can be attributed to the promotion eﬀect of K on the
formation of iron carbide with suppression of aggregation of iron
carbide. The addition of K to Fe/rGO eﬀectively suppressed the
production of CH4 and the secondary hydrogenation of lower
olefins, resulting in higher selectivity to lower olefins. The addition of Mg and K to the Fe/rGO catalysts was investigated.205 The
addition of K promoted the carburization of iron and the double
addition of Mg and K enhanced the dissociation of CO. These
phenomena were proposed responsible for the high activity of the
Mg and K dual-decorated Fe/rGO catalysts. A series of model
catalysts were prepared by using monodisperse iron oxide nanoparticles as the metal precursor and pyrolytic GOs as catalyst
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support.206 The Fe/GO catalysts have been employed in FTS to
study the carbon support eﬀect on the iron active phase. Thermal
treatment of support materials resulted in the decrease in oxygen
and sulfur species and in the enhancement of the graphitization
degree. The decrease in the amount of surface oxygen groups
changed the surface properties of the active iron phase, leading to
higher catalytic activities.
N-Doped graphene (NG) is an eﬃcient electron donor for iron
catalysts, which was found to enhance the selectivity to lower
olefins.196 Fe/NG demonstrated a good reducibility which was
the key factor to promote the selectivity to lower olefins. The Fe–
K-nanoparticle catalyst supported on high surface area graphene
nanosheets showed high activity and excellent stability.207 Compared with CNTs, graphene supported iron catalysts showed a
lower selectivity to methane and carbon dioxide. The presence of
defects in the graphene lattice can serve as favorable nucleation
sites for anchoring iron nanoparticles and provide tuneable
metal–support interactions. Similarly, carbon-based supports,
such as nitrogen-doped mesoporous CSs,208 g-C3N4,209 and
C3N4210,211 may exhibit the same electron donor properties for
iron catalysts resulting in high catalytic performances.
A series of iron catalysts supported on SiC were prepared by
mild hydrothermal method using fructose.212 The higher carbon
content in the carbon–silica composite catalyst was beneficial for
the direct interaction between iron carbide material and carbon
support. The iron nanoparticles on the carbon–silica support
exhibited a lower oxidation state and hence higher catalytic activity
compared to similar catalysts supported on silica and pure carbon.
An interesting strategy was employed with g-C3N4 when it was
used as a sacrificial support.213 The chemical state of iron in the
resulting Fe/g-C3N4 catalysts was found to be a more reduced state
(FeO) on this support, compared to Fe/CNT which contained
primarily Fe2O3. After pretreatment in hydrogen, the fully reduced
metal iron phase was dominant in Fe/g-C3N4, while incomplete
reduction of iron oxide was observed in Fe/CNT. This facilitated
the conversion of Fe/g-C3N4 to crystalline Hägg carbide (w-Fe5C2)
during the FTS reaction, leading to improved CO conversion and
high selectivity to C5+ products.
Representative catalytic data of carbon-based iron catalysts has
been presented in Table S3 in ESI.† The CO conversion, selectivity
and MTY of carbon-based iron catalysts with various carbon supports are compared in Fig. 8(a–c). It can be concluded that FeN/CNT
shows higher activity than MOF-derived Fe@C–Si catalysts under
reaction temperatures of 300 1C. Graphene oxide supported iron
catalysts and carbon nanotube supported FeN catalysts exhibit
higher activity than other carbon-based iron catalysts. Graphene
oxide supported iron catalysts demonstrate selectivity to lower
olefins as high as 60% with about 30% of methane selectivity.

4. Other metals (Mo, Ni, Rh, Ru)
supported on carbonaceous materials
for Fischer–Tropsch synthesis
Besides cobalt and iron-based catalysts, some other metals,
such as ruthenium and molybdenum-based catalysts, are also
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good for FTS. Hence, the catalysts with other metals supported
on structured porous carbon have also been investigated.
4.1

Activated carbon supported metal catalysts

Mesoporous AC which has a larger surface area, was used as a
support for the K–Co–Mo/AC catalyst synthesized by an
improved sol–gel method.214 Compared with the unsupported
catalysts, K–Co–Mo/AC has higher selectivity to mixed alcohols,
especially, the content of C2 + OH increased significantly. It can
be explained that the supported catalyst has a high active
surface area, and the use of a mesoporous structure is proposed
to prolong the residence time of alcohol-forming intermediates
in the pores to the benefit of the formation of higher alcohols.
The surface Mod+ (1 o d o 4) species formed on the reduced
catalyst are favourable for the synthesis of alcohol. At the
reduction temperature of 798 K, the Mo/AC weight ratio of
40% catalyst showed high activity, which may be due to the
high content of Mod+ (1 o d o 4) surface species.
The K-promoted NiMo catalysts supported on AC also show
enhanced catalytic performances.215 Compared with unsupported
material, the K-promoted NiMo/AC catalyst has a three-fold
increase in the selectivity to higher alcohols, which may be due
to the reduced crystallinity of the active phase NiMoO4 and its
partial transition from a to b form. Compared with K NiMo/AC1a,
the conversion over the K NiMo/AC2a catalyst is as high as 45%
when using acid-treated support with a higher specific surface
area. The increase in the activity can be attributed to better
dispersion of active phase on the AC support with high surface
area, therefore the exposure degree of active Ni–O–Mo sites is
higher. In summary, for all K-promoted bimetallic NiMo catalysts,
the reduction of acidity was beneficial for the increase in alcohol
production.
The K/MoS2–MMO-AC catalyst was studied for the synthesis
of higher alcohols using a mixture of mesoporous AC and
mixed MgAl oxide (MMO) as supports.216 It is found that a
large amount of Mo migrates from AC to MMO during the
reaction and the high C3 + OH selectivity is related to the
percentage of double [002] MoS2 layers on both supports.
4.2 Carbon nanotubes and nanofibers supported metal
catalysts
Other metals supported on CNTs were applied in FTS such as
Rh,217,218 Ru,219–221 NiMo.222 The Rh particles confined within
nanotubes have a significantly enhanced catalytic activity for
the conversion of CO and H2 to ethanol. The total ethanol
formation rate inside the nanotubes (30.0 mol molRh1 h1) is
an order of magnitude higher than the total generation rate
outside the nanotubes, although the latter is easier to obtain.
5 wt% Ru nanoparticles confined in channels or dispersed on the
outer surface of CNTs were synthesized using capillary action or
deposition method. The 5 wt% Ru/CNTs-in catalyst showed excellent activity under the condition of complete CO oxidation. The
conclusion was that nanochannels of CNTs could selectively
increase the density of reactants, and the encapsulation of Ru
nanoparticles in CNTs channels could provide a microenvironment
for the enhancement of the reactivity of catalytic sites. The Ru
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nanoparticles supported on CNTs have excellent selectivity to the
C10–C20 hydrocarbons. Both the unique hydrogen-absorbing species and acidic functional groups on the surface of CNTs may play
roles in the mild hydrocracking of C10–C20 from heavier hydrocarbons. C10–C20 selectivity and TOF for CO conversion depended
on the average size of Ru particles. The Ru/CNT catalysts with an
average Ru size of about 7 nm showed the best C10–C20 selectivity
and relatively higher TOF.
The Ni–Mo–K sulfide catalysts doped with CNTs were synthesized and showed high activity and selectivity to alcohols,
especially to ethanol.222 A Ni0.5Mo1K0.5–15% CNTs catalyst
exhibited ethanol selectivity of 33.1% (CO2-free) under the reaction conditions of 8.0 MPa and 593 K. CNTs can adsorb and
activate hydrogen to generate a surface microenvironment and a
higher stationary-state concentration of the adsorbed hydrogen
species resulting in a sharp increase in the concentration of the
catalytically active Mo4+/Mo5+ species on the surface of catalysts.
4.3

Other carbon-based FTS catalysts

Recently, the K promoted mesoporous carbon (Starbon 800) has
also been used in FTS and was found to promote the activity
and higher alcohol selectivity of molybdenum phosphide (MoP)
catalysts.223 It was shown that when supported on mesoporous
carbon, and promoted with K, MoP produced mainly higher
alcohols, with ethanol forming the highest weight fraction
among products. A similar eﬀect was also observed on the
K/MoS2 catalysts supported on mesoporous carbon, which were
found to produce higher amounts of ethanol compared to those
supported on MMO.216 Carbon coated alumina (CCA) has also
been used as a support for sulfide catalysts for syngas
conversion.224 In a study focusing on the K promoted CoMoS
catalysts, CCA was found to increase the alcohol/hydrocarbons
ratio in the products.
The MoP catalysts have attracted attention because of their
powerful methanol synthesis activity.223 The mesoporous carbon
supported KMoP catalysts were used to synthesize higher alcohols with the idea of the promotion with alkali metals such as
K for CO-dissociation and with MoP for hindering the
CO-dissociation. Carbon modified alumina was used as supports
for molybdenum-based catalysts and the obtained KCoMoS/C/
Al2O3 catalysts were prepared to produce alcohols.224 It was
noted that the carbon support modified alumina promoted alcohol
synthesis catalyst through enhancing the CO conversion and the
alcohols/hydrocarbons ratio compared with pure alumina.
Ru supported on porous carbon materials has been investigated in FTS.225 A series of 3 wt% Ru catalysts was prepared. Ru
nanoparticles were embedded on the carbon walls of ordered
mesoporous carbon (OMC) catalysts with diﬀerent pore
sizes.226 The 3 wt% Ru–OMC catalyst was found to exhibit a
highly ordered mesoporous structure and a large surface area.
During the FTS reaction, 3 wt% Ru–OMC catalysts embedded in
the carbon walls were more stable than 3 wt% Ru/AC counterparts, because the aggregation, movement, and oxidation of the
particles were suppressed. It was found that catalytic activity
and C5+ selectivity increased with increasing pore size, but CH4
selectivity showed the opposite trend. These changes could be
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explained by the special environment of the active Ru sites and
the diffusion of products in the catalyst pores. The activity and
hydrocarbon selectivity were related to the pore size of the
OMC, but not to the size of Ru particles. For comparison, three
types of Ru catalysts supported on OMC, AC, and CNTs were
synthesized by conventional impregnation methods, and
exposed to FTS under the same reaction conditions.227 The
Ru–OMC catalyst exhibited a highly ordered mesoporous structure and large surface area, which was similar with the parent
OMC material. On this catalyst, the Ru nanoparticles were
indeed embedded in the carbon wall with close contact with
the carbon support. It was suggested that this feature might
generate some electron-deficient pieces at the interface, which
promote the transfer of spilled hydrogen and improve hydrogen
dissociation on the catalyst surface.
The graphite with high surface areas was applied as support
to investigate the local chemical environment and electronic
structure of active Ru and Cs promoter.225 It is revealed that the
Ru reduction proceeds through a two-step mechanism with an
intermediate oxidation state and partial reduction of Cs occurs
simultaneously.

5. Conclusions and perspectives
5.1

Summaries and conclusions

FTS reaction is an important process that can be used to
convert coal, shale gas, biomass and captured carbon dioxide
into fuels and chemicals. FTS has been industrialized for
decades, yet the development of new catalysts is still advancing.
The commercial cobalt and iron-based catalysts, which have
been used widely in the industry can be bulk or supported on
metal oxide supports, such as SiO2, Al2O3, TiO2. The strong
interaction between metals and these metal oxide supports and
the formation of metal–support mixed compounds (aluminate
or silicate) result in low activity for FTS. However, carbon-based
materials as supports for FTS allow a tunable interaction
between iron/cobalt and carbon and reduce in-desirable strong
metal–support interactions. The pore structure and surface
chemistry of carbon-based materials can be easily controlled
by different activation and treatment procedures. The pores
and functional groups of carbon materials act as anchoring
sites for metal precursors and therefore result in better dispersion of active phase and particle size control. Recently, numerous reports have addressed carbon-based materials as supports
for FTS catalysts. This review summarized literature on FTS
catalysts supported by AC, CNTs, CNFs, CSs, MOFs derived
materials, and other carbonaceous materials and it particularly
focuses on research since the early 2000s.
Extensive research on Co/AC for FTS revealed that the
synergistic eﬀect of Co and Co2C was responsible for the
generation of alcohols. The active sites of Co/AC are located
at the Co/Co2C interface, in which the metallic Co species are
active for the dissociative adsorption of CO and the subsequent
carbon-chain growth, and the Co2C species act as active sites
for non-dissociative adsorption of CO and promotes the CO
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insertion into the adsorbed alkyl chain. Electronic additives
such as Li, K, and Ca are essential to tune the electronic
environment of Co/AC, resulting in enhanced chain growth
capabilities. Electronic and structural additives of Cr and La
promotes the activity of Co/AC, and additives of Fe and Ca
promotes the formation of Co2C phases resulting in high
alcohol selectivity.
The electronic interaction of the confined iron particles with
the CNTs walls can facilitate activation of syngas and enhance
the catalytic activity of FTS. In addition, the CNTs surface
influences the diﬀusion behavior and results in enriched
reactant concentrations inside the CNTs channels, which
further promotes the catalytic activity. There are electronic
diﬀerences between the inner channel and the outer surface
of CNTs, which come from the curvature of CNTs walls induced
shifting the p electron density of the graphene layers from the
concave inner to the convex outer surface. Hence, the autoreduction of iron oxide nanoparticles is facilitated within the
CNTs channels compared to the particles located on the out
surface of CNTs. The reduction temperature decreases with the
inner diameter of CNTs. The oxidation of metal iron particles
inside CNTs is suppressed compared with that of particles
located on the outer CNTs surface. Pretreatment of CNTs plays
an important role in the preparation of the CNTs supported
metal catalysts. High temperatures of the acid pretreatment
enhance oxygen functionalization and produce more anchoring
sites for metal particles leading to increased dispersion.
CNFs are ideal supports for investigating the intrinsic cobalt
particle size eﬀects. The catalytic performance was independent
on the cobalt particle size for the catalysts with Co particle sizes
larger than 6 nm, but both activity and selectivity to the C5+
hydrocarbons decreased for the catalysts with Co particle sizes
smaller 6 nm. Therefore, it is confirmed that the cobalt particle
size in the FTS catalysis should be larger than 6 nm. The
Fe/CNF catalysts demonstrate high selectivity to lower olefins
due to the weak interaction between homogeneously dispersed
iron nanoparticles and CNFs supports. The addition of Na and
S to Fe/CNF catalyst promotes negative deviations from the ASF
distribution by decreasing methane selectivity through limiting
the hydrogenation reactions and enhancing the termination
step via b-hydride abstraction.
There are many advantages of CSs as supports for FTS
catalysts including regular geometry, good mechanical
strength, tunable porosity and surface functional groups, easy
doping of uniformly distributed heteroatom, and controllable
distribution of metal particles. The tunable porosity of CSs
exhibits controllable distribution of metal particles. The MOFderived iron or cobalt catalysts exhibit uniform dispersion with
iron or cobalt nanoparticles encapsulated by a porous carbon
matrix. The preparation of AC, CNTs, and CNFs supported
metal catalysts usually involves impregnation methods and
the metal loadings are normally lower than 30 wt% in order
to achieve well-distributed metal particles. However, the iron or
cobalt catalysts derived from MOFs prepared by pyrolysis can
achieve metal loadings as high as 50 wt% with uniformly
dispersed metal nanoparticles within the porous carbon.
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It greatly increases both the number and eﬃciency of iron or
cobalt active sites. The special structure of MOF-derived iron or
cobalt catalysts inhibits the aggregation of metal nanoparticles
during FTS.
AC oﬀers the advantage of low cost but its microporous
structure can impose additional transport limitations. The
main diﬀerences between CNFs and CNTs is the absence of
hollow cavities for the former one. The meso-structures of CNTs
facilitate transport processes. CSs and MOF-derived carbonaceous materials are generally made from the pyrolysis of organic
frameworks which impose cost burdens on the preparation. In
addition to the unique structural and electronic advantages
oﬀered by each carbon supports, there are also supplementary
appealing properties they share that make them suitable for
FTS. For instance, retrieving metals from the spent catalysts is
possible by burning oﬀ the carbon. Simultaneously, the carbon
surfaces can be functionalized by simple procedures of acidic
or basic treatments, which can make the surfaces hydrophilic
to be dispersed in polar solvents during the catalyst loading
process or serves as anchoring sites for metal particles. Additionally, doping heteroatoms into carbon supports provides an
alternative approach to tune its catalytic properties.
The most distinctive feature of the AC supported cobalt
catalysts is the production of alcohols. The La promoted
15 wt% Co/AC catalysts demonstrate a high alcohol selectivity
of 38.9% with the alcohol distribution of methanol of 7.7%,
C2–C5OH of 58.1%, and C6–C18OH of 34.2%. Yet the cobalt time
yield is just 0.88  105 (molCO gCo1 s1). Despite the fact that
the surface area of AC is almost above 700 m2 g1, the cobalt
and iron time yields over the AC supported catalysts are lower
than those of the CNTs/CNFs supported catalysts under the
same reaction conditions. This may come from the complicated
channel structure, which induces uneven metal particle size
distribution.
The Na and S promoted Fe/CNF catalyst demonstrates a
lower olefins selectivity of 52.0% at temperatures above 300 1C.
The Mn and K promoted FeN/CNT catalyst exhibits a lower
olefins selectivity of 43.6% with a high MTY of 54.0  105
(molCO gFe1 s1). The MOF-derived cobalt catalysts show a
relatively low activity and high methane selectivity under reaction temperatures of 220 1C possibly due to the carbon layer
formed on the surface of cobalt particles, which slows down
and influences the diﬀusion of reactants and products.
5.2

Challenges and recommendations

Some challenges are associated with using carbon-based supports
for FTS. The main challenge is still the high cost of carbon-based
materials. The carbon-based materials should be manufactured
using available raw material at a low preparation cost. The high
price makes it not suitable for Fischer–Tropsch’s large-scale production process. The second challenge comes from the insufficient
stability of carbon-based materials in oxidizing atmosphere.
Catalyst regeneration may require oxidative posttreatments, which
can be problematic for the carbon-based catalysts. Another challenge arises from the possible deactivation of metal catalysts
supported over carbon materials. Weak metal–support interaction
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may lead to aggregation of the metal particles during reaction
resulting in deactivation by loss of active surface area. Finally, it is
necessary to pelletize the nano-sized carbon-supported catalysts to
an appropriate size and shape to satisfy the industrial application.
Although the mechanical strength of some carbon-based supports
is high, the mechanical strength of pelletized carbon-based catalysts
is usually weak and requires further investigation for industrial
applications. The weak mechanical strength of pelletized catalysts
may cause fragmentation with an increase of the pressure in packed
bed reactors and plugging of separation equipment in slurry bed
reactors and recirculating fluidized bed. Additionally, the density of
carbon-based supports is much lower than that of traditional
supports such as SiO2, Al2O3, and TiO2. The low density and nonadhesive properties of carbon-based materials may further aggravate the fragmentation of catalysts during the reaction.
5.3

New trends and prospects

Based on the extensive research summarized herein, few promising
research paths emerge for future investigations.
First, carbon-based materials with structured carbons containing tunable pore sizes and hierarchical porous structures
should be developed as supports for FTS along with the development of advanced porous carbon fabrication technologies.
It is important to prepare carbon-based supports with pore
structures tunable in the micro- and meso-ranges and construct
hierarchical structures by connecting the micropores to mesopores and macropores. Ordered porous structures are essential
to serve as model catalysts for the investigation of the eﬀects of
pore structures. Micropores can assist in dispersing the metal
particles and forming nano-sized particles, meanwhile, hierarchical structures can facilitate mass transfer, enhance reaction
activity, and tune the selectivity of FTS. The hierarchical structures also would enhance the thermal conductivity of carbonbased materials and inhibit the hotspots in the reactors since
FTS reaction is exothermic. Currently, substantial progresses
have been made in the methodology to tune the texture structures of carbon-based supports to improve the performance of
supported metal catalysts.228–234 The extension of Stöber method
for the preparation of carbon-based supports opens up new areas
of carbon spheres.235,236 Carbon-based supports impregnated
with highly monodispersed metal nanoparticles have been successfully made and applied in catalysis.237 It is essential to explore new
synthesis methods to maximize interparticle spacing and to
achieve narrower particle size distributions and a more homogeneous distribution of iron nanoparticles on the carbon-based
supports in the future.
Second, the drawbacks of carbon-based materials such as
weak mechanical strength, weak stability and inability to
regenerate them in the oxidizing atmosphere can be overcome
by using hybrid structures, composed by both oxide and
carbon. For example, deposition of a thin layer of carbonaceous
materials over an oxide support can be considered in order to
enhance the metal dispersion, intrinsic catalytic activity of iron
species over the carbonaceous shell, but the same time maintain high mechanical and chemical stabilities of the resulting
hybrid catalysts due to the oxide core.238,239
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Third, metal loading techniques of metal-supported catalysts should be improved to control metal particle size, dispersion and catalytic performances of FTS. Except for those
conventional preparation methods, such as impregnation, coprecipitation, sol–gel technology, and precipitation–deposition
methods, novel techniques concerning introducing metal particles
into carbon-based supports need to be developed to achieve
uniformly dispersed crystalline nanoparticles. Since various
carbon-based supports have been discovered, some in situ metal
loading techniques were developed accordingly. Hydrothermal
methods, evaporative methods, CVD methods, and organic
complex methods can be applied in the future. MOFs serve as
important precursors to get well-formed metal@shell structures. It
is meaningful to develop cheap precursors for MOFs for their
potential commercial application in FTS.
Fourth, carbon-based materials can be designed to serve as
model supports for various heterogeneous catalysis applications, where intrinsic catalytic properties of metal particles
(particle sizes, promoter eﬀects, formation of active phases)
should be investigated. For example, CNTs supported iron
catalysts bring a breakthrough discovery of diﬀerent properties
of iron particles inside and outside the channel of CNTs which
provides a novel approach to modify the redox properties of the
confined metal oxides. The obtained information about the
intrinsic activity of metal particles is especially significant for
the rational design of catalysts based on carbonaceous materials.
Finally, the eﬀect of carbon-based materials on the formation
of iron and/or cobalt carbides should be investigated since their
formation heavily influence FTS activity. Suggestion for academic
research includes the investigation of the iron particle size
eﬀects on carbon lay-down during reaction using the Tapered
Element Oscillating Microbalance and the eﬀects on surface
coverage and residence times on reaction intermediates using
SSITKA. The use of in situ and operando techniques such as High
Resolution Transmission Electron Microscope, Infrared Spectroscopy, Mössbauer Spectroscopy, X-ray Absorption Spectroscopy,
and the rigorous analysis of catalyst structure and chemical
states during reaction will be essential for further probing
metal–support interactions at reaction conditions relevant for
industrial application. Advances in the in situ microscopy techniques would provide a powerful tool in the future to study the
aggregation and fragmentation of iron-containing particles and
promoters under the reaction conditions. Additionally, the relationship between carbon-based supports and cobalt/iron carbides formation should be investigated systematically together
with the role of cobalt/iron carbides in the formation of high
value-added products of oxygenates, lower olefins, and a-olefins.

Abbreviations
AC
ASF
CNTs
CNFs
CSs

Activated carbon
Anderson–Schulz–Flory
Carbon nanotubes
Carbon nanofibers
Carbon spheres
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CNF-P

Carbon nanofibers with fishbone structure
and platelet structure
CMK-3
Carbon Molecular Sieves-3
Co/N-HCS N-Doped hollow carbon spheres supported
cobalt catalyst
CVD
Chemical vapor deposition
CTY
Converting syngas
CCA
Carbon coated alumina
CNS
Carbon nanosheets
DFT
Density functional theory
EXAFS
Extended X-ray absorption fine structure
FTS
Fischer–Tropsch synthesis
FM
Fibrous material
FTO
Fischer–Tropsch to olefins
Fe-in-CNT Iron particles confined inside carbon nanotube
Fe-out-CNT Iron particles supported on the outside
carbon nanotube
GPO
Gas phase oxidation
GHSV
Gas hourly space velocity
g-C3N4
Graphitic carbon nitride
HDP
Homogeneous deposition precipitation
HCSs
Hollow carbon spheres
HTFT
High-temperature Fischer–Tropsch
LTFT
Low temperature Fischer–Tropsch
MOFs
Metal–organic frameworks
MWCNTs
Multiwalled carbon nanotubes
MTY
Metal time yield
MWNTs
Multiwall carbon nanotubes
MMO
Mixed MgAl oxide
MoP
Molybdenum phosphide
NG
N-Doped graphene
N-CNTs
Nitrogen doping carbon nanotubes
NP@C
Nanoparticles@carbon
OMO
Occupied molecular orbital
OMC
Ordered mesoporous carbon
O/P
Olefin to paraﬃn
PANI
Polyaniline
rGO
Reduced graphene oxide
SSITKA
Steady-state isotopic transient kinetic analysis
SiC
Carbon–silica composite materials
TOS
Time on stream
TOF
Turnover frequency
ZIF-67
Zeolitic imidazolate frameworks-67
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